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Dark-Fired Sales Set To
Begin Again On Monday
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WATCHMAN?—A lone snowman appears to be guarding the construction of the Murray State University
Student Center early this morning. Students apparently made the snowman Friday night as two inches of snow
covered Murray.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. lee

Measure Debated Three Hours

Dark-fired tobacco sales are
icheduled to resume Monday on the
Farris Loose Leaf floor in Murray as
western Kentucky and Tennessee
farmers move to end a boycott of
markets to protest low prices.
The resumption, announced Friday,
Followed a decision at a farmers'
meeting in Hopkinsville Thursday night
to end the boycott. There will be
another sale Tuesday at the New
Enterprise Tobacco Floor in Mayfield.
About 1,400 growers attended the
meeting in Hopkinsville.
Jim Kelly.,a_C.alloway.
County dark
fired grower, said the vote at
Hopkinsville was close, and reflected
the feelings of a number of farmers who
wanted to continue the boycott.
Kelly was one of several growers'
representatives who outlined their
problems earlier in the week during
meetings with members of the Kentucky and Tennessee congressional
delegations in Washington.
The five markets in western Ken-

.

House Approves Property Tax Limit Bill
LAP) — The
Kentucky House has approved a major
property tax limit bill and staved off
attempts to bring income tax
legislation to-the floor. The ball is now
in the Senate's court.
With the passage Friday of House Bill
44. the House apparently has enacted
all the tax relief legislation it is likely to
this session.
The Senate, meanwhile, approved a
bill to allow local officials to use public
funds to purchase liability insurance,
and two other minor measures during a
light legislative day.
But the real action was in the House,
where debate over the property tax bill
lasted three hours, following a heated
exchange over whether to consider a
bill to increase the standard income tax
deduction.

The, ffouse _defeated an attempt to
bring House Bill 48 out of the
Appropriations and Revenue. Committee by a 45-42 vote, six votes short of
the required constitutional majority.
Several legislators charged that the
measure was irresponsible since it
would not benefit taxpayers until 1981.
A majority of the House has agreed to
study the state's tax structure and to
act on it in 1980.
The property tax measure — perhaps
the most important tax relief
legislation of the session — would give
taxpayers more control over government spending.
The measure, which passed the
House 82-10, would require that local
tax rates go down as property
assessments increase to produce no
more revenue than the year before.

Ceiling May Undergo
Changes in Senate
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — A bill to
set a yearly cap of 4 percent on
pi Opci ty tirr increases -MS been- np--proved by the Kentucky House and now
goes to the Senate, where it could undergo substantial changes.
Although some lawmakers grumbled
Friday that the bill does not go far
enough and others said it will hurt local
school districts, House Bill 44 passed 8510.
The biggest change the Senate is
likely to make would be to raise the lid
from 4 to 5 percent.
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson, D-Glasgow, called the
legislation a giant step forward for
Kentucky taxpayers. "Spenders of
taxes will now become accountable to
payers of taxes," he said.
The measure would require that local
tax rates go down as property
assessments increase to produce no
more revenue than the year before.
Local officials could raise the rate,
after a hearing, to produce a maximum
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preceding year, and could raise the rate
higher if voters approved.
But if 10 percent of the voters in the
on
petition, local officials would be
required to lower the rate to produce no
more than a 4 percent revenue increase
— or place the question on the ballot in
the next regular election.
"It puts the focus of property taxes on
people who spend the money," said
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chairman
of the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Clarke said the measure will "put in
the hands of the people a final determination of what are essential and nonessential services."
The House spent three hours debating
the bill, acting on a flurry of floor
amendments.
The House adopted amendments to.
— Require Jefferson County to hold
three public hearings on the tax rate
instead of the one required for all other
areas;
— Exempt certain districts from the
revenue limit where a higher tax rate
has been authorized but not placed in
effect;
— Require the county clerk to verify
petitions rather than the local taxing
authority, and to extend from 30 to 45
days the time allowed for filing of a
recall petition after a new tax rate is
announced.
Among defeated amendments was
one to raise the revenue limit from 4 to 5
percent. and another to freeze property
taxes at existing levels.
Also defeated were three proposals to
make it harder for voters to complete a
recall petition. One would increase the
number of signatures required on a
recall petition from 10 to 15 percent of
voters in the last presidential election.
Another would have required
signatures of 10 percent of all voters in
a district, instead of those in the last
presidential election. A third would
have raised the requirement from 10 to
15 percent in districts with fewer than
2,500 voters
The House also voted .down. ameodments that would have exempted local
voted building taxes from the limits in
the bill and would have eliminated the
recall petition method and placed every
tax question on the ballot.

Local officials may then raise the
rate, after a hearing, to produce a
maximum revenue increase of 4 percent over the preceding year
But if local officials wanted more
thati a 4 percent increase, 10 percent of
the voters in the last presidential
election could force local officials
through a recall petition to lower the
rate or place the question on the ballot
in the next regular election.
"It puts the focus of property taxes on
people who spend the money," said
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chairman
of the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Clarke said the measure will "put in
the hands of the people a final determination of what are essential and nonessential services."
The House acted on a flurry of floor
amendments, adopting some minor
ones and rejecting others, including one
to raise the revenue limit from 4 to 5
percent, and another to freeze property
taxes at existing levels.
In committee action, the House
revenue panel continued efforts to cut

agency programs to offset tax reductions and to'get a budget bill ready fer
House action next week.
- In the Senate, the State Government
Committee agreed to recommend that
the governor have more flexibility in a
bill placing tighter controls on State
construction projects.

tucky and Tennessee were closed
during the week-long boycott. The other
markets affected, besides Murray and
Mayfield, are Hopkinsville in Kentucky
and Clarksville and Springfield, Tenn.
Meanwhile, Kentucky's two senators
expressed their dissatisfaction Friday
with the Agriculture Department's
decision to cut the fire-cured tobacco
acreage allotment by only 15 percent.
Sens. Walter "Dee" Huddleston and
Wendell Ford said they had hoped for at
least a al percent reduction to bring
supply and demand into better balance.
Ford and Huddleston's comments
came after the USDA said the allotment
for Kentucky-Tennessee fire-cured
would be trimmed 15 percent to 27,771
acres from 32,643 last year.
Huddleston said if the 15 percent
slash doesn't improve conditions
significantly, his Senate subcommittee
on production, marketing and
stabilization of prices will examine the
situation.
Ford, in a statement released by his
Washington office, promised that
"we'll be right back at Agriculture
Secretary Bob Bergland's door if
conditions worsen."
A delegation of fire-cured growers
met with Bergland and other officials
Monday and Tuesday in Washington to
ask that the allotment be lowered as
much as 30 percent
,There have been no sales on Kentucky's dark fire cured centers this
week because of a boycott by farmers
who , claimed prices offered for their
leaf were below production costs.
The Agriculture Department did not

change the 197) national marketing
quota for burley tobacco, leaving it at
615 million pounds
Under the program, growers can
carry forward unused shares of their
quotas -- called "undermarketings" —
to the next year. Conversely, if they
exceed their quotas those amounts will
be deducted from the following year's
quotas.
Ray Fitzgerald, administrator of the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, said that when adjustments are taken into account the
effective 1979 burley quota will be about
654 million pounds. about 2 percent less
than the effective 1978 quota of 668
million pounds.
Barley tobacco is grown primarily in
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina,
Virginia, Ohio and Indiana.
Burley marketing quotas are
assigned to more than 140.000 farms in
Kentucky. Last year's basic quotas, not
adjusted for overmarketings or undermarketings from previous years,
amounted to about 415 million pounds in
Kentucky and 617 million pounds in the
belt.
National acreage allotments also
were announced Friday for a number of
lesser kinds of tobacco, including a 10
percent reduction in acreage for
-Virginia fire-cured,- type 21, to 9,818
acres from 11,080 in 1978.
Allotments for dark aircured, types
35-36; Virginia sun-cured, type 37;
cigar binder, types 51-52; and cigar
filler and binder, types 42-44 and 53-55, •
will be essentially unchanged from
1978, he said.

Farmers Crowd Hundreds Of
Tractors Into Washington, D.C.
WASHINGTON (AP — Farmers
crowded hundreds of tractors into
campsites near the nation's capital
Friday, preparing for Monday's
tractorcade demonstration for higher
prices. About 1,800 tractors and other
vehicles are expected to stream into
Washington.
Representatives of the farmers, a
third of whom were still en route
through bad weather in western

Agriculture — says it wants President
Carter to raise crop support prices to
their legal limits. a 50 percent rise in
some cases. Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland says he won't Little
congressional sympathy has been
voiced so far.
A year ago, thousands of American
Agriculture backers, out of 2.3 million
farm families, staged four months of
lobbying and demonstrating here.
In the year since then, farm prices
have risen 25 percent, or more than
-double the overall inflation rate. Net
farm income took a 40 percent leap
forward and total farm equity rose 11
percent. Bergland has reported.
- -A-few-hriftutes-leteefigneltreabeced—----1414--the-faenlers-aay-41184-despite-4141--into a replica of a 19th Century
gains calculated other ways, using
stagecoach and was driven a couple of
"parity" as a guide 1978 was one of the
turns around the arena.
three worst years for farmers since
Some spectators who have followed
1933.
Chinese events recalled that the last
Most of the farmers stayed at
time he wore a hat was in the 1960s
campsites about 30 miles south of
when he was paraded, wearing a dunce
Washington. with a barbecue and dance
cap, through jeering crowds of Red
planned Saturday night. Many,
Guards.
however, took a break after their
The rodeo began with a parade of
month's trek to sightsee and visit
prize bulls, and the Seaberg Ranch
congressional offices.
presented Teng with a 14-month-old
Capitol police were told to expect 12Brahma bull to encourage China's
hour shifts during the week. City police
infant cattle industry. Ranch officials
planned to beef up traffic details on
said the bull is now worth $10,000 but
main streets and alerted their riot
likely to become more valuable
squads. ,
because of its pedigree.
American Agriculture has a permit
Teng and the audience applauded
for rallies of 9,000 persons Monday and
through most of the rodeo program of
Tuesday on the Capitol steps. Dozens of
bronc busting, ull riding, calf roping
meetings are planned at the
and barrel racing.
culture pepartment.
Maryland, told one suburban Virginia
police department they would not head
into Washington until the end of the
morning rush hour.
But most police agencies, government officials and others seemed to be
heeding earlier statements that the
protesters plan to clog downtown
streets and slow daily rush hours until
their demands are met.
The group -- calling itself American

Teng Presented Stetson And Bull
AP Special Correspondent
HOUSTON (AP(— Chinese Vice
Premier Teng Hsiao-ping looked on
with glee as cowboys tested wild horses
and angry bulls at a rodeo and took
home a bit of the Wild West -- a prize
bull and a cowboy hat.
It was a day of fun and contrast for
Teng, who piloted a simulator of the
space shuttle that will carry men into
the galaxy and rode in a replica of the
stagecoach that helped Americans
tame the West.
The diminutive Chinese leader and
his party attended a barbecue and
rodeo at Simonton. 50 miles northwest
of Houston. where he stood to hear the
reading of the C,owboys' Prayer.
Teng, an atheist, apparently wasn't
aware of the prayer's references to the
''Heavenly Father" and the "Last

the-Skyr-'-'---ifis-interpreter
didn't translate it.
Teng came to Houston from Atlanta
Friday. About 700 demonstrators with
Taiwanese flags and protest banners
picketed peacefully at the airport and
near his hotel:
Police arrested 20 members of the
pro-Mao Revolutionary Communist
Party who were carrying sticks in
violation of an ordinance, and a man
was taken into custody when he hurled
pamphlets saying "Death to anti-Christ
Communism" as Teng left his hotel.
At the Texas-style barbecue, he dined
on beef, spare ribs, sausage. potato
salad and pickles.
Teng arrived in the covered rodeo
arena hatless, but two women on white
horses presented him and Vice Premier
Fang Vi with cowboy hats, which they
promptly clapped on their heads.

Campus Lights: Fast Moving And Funny
"Fast-moving and funny entertainment for the entire family" is
how the 1979 version of the "Campus
Lights" student musical production at
Murray State University is described
by its director.
Mike Perry, a Paris senior, said the
42nd annual show scheduled Feb. 8-9-1011 has some surprises for the audience,
along with a plot that mixes romance
and politics and music ranging from the
contemporary to the nostalgic.
"Some outlandish stunts borrowed
from the 'Hell's-a-Poppin" era of the
1950s and some exciting special
technical effcts keep the Broadwaytype show moffng at a rapid-fire pace,"
he noted.
The plot centers on two political
candidates, a male and a female, who
are searching for themselves and some
purpose for their lives -- and find each
,
other.
Music in the show goes from a recent
hit by James Taylor back through the
pasf to selections made Popular by the
Beetles and farther back to the heydays

of Cole Porter and Tommy Dorsey
In addition to Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday evening performances Feb. 89-10 in Lovett Auditorium, a matinee
has been scheduled at 3 p.m. Sunday.
Feb. 11. Perry said the matinee has
been added as a result of the 1,200
limitation put on a Lovett Auditorium
audience'by the fire marshal's office.
"To accommodate as many people as
possible and to continue the tradition of
'Campus Lights' as a successful fundraising Tvent for music scholarships,
we decided to add a Sunday afternoon
performance," he explained.
About 4.500 people attended the three
evening performances in 1978.
Perry added that local and area
people are being urged to make their
reservations for Thursday evening and
Sunday afternoon. if possible. because
it is more convenient for .people
traveling som-e distance to attend on
Friday or Saturday evenings.
• The .cuetain goes up at 1C15 p.m. on
Thursday. Friday. and Saturday.
Written, directed, and performed by

a company of about 125 students, the
show is sponsored by the Gamma Delta
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia men's
music fraternity' on the campus
Proceeds go into a scholarship fund for
incoming freshman music majors.
Along with a cast of 35. the production
also includes an on-stage chorus of 28
singers and dancers, a 42-piece orchestra that includes stringed instruments. and 12 featured dancers. Dr.'
Roger Reichmuth. chairman of thee,
Department of Music, is the faculty
adviser
Begun in 1938."Campus Lights" went
through some lean years in its early
history, especially during World War
11. When war disrupted life in the
United States, the male population on
the campus dwindled drastically. and
women took over the production. It
became known for two or three years
diking the' peak or wartime
"C.ampus Dimouts."
But with the influx of men returning
'to college froth service following the
war, the show began to undergo a

rejuvenation. Since that postwar
renewal. "Campus Lights" has continued to grow in popularity and purpose. It is now one of the oldest campus
musical traditions in the country
The music scholarship program was
begun about 1952.
Besides supporting the scholarship
program. Reichmuth said the show
serves each year as a kind of
homecoming for "old grads" and as an
opportunity to expose many high school
students from a six-state area to
Murray State
Ticket prices are $3. with some exceptions, and all seats are reserved.
Groups of 25 or more will be admitted at
$2.50 per person. College students will
be admitted for $2.50 on Thursday
evening, and children 15 years of age
and younger accompanied by parents
will be admitted for $2 on Sunday.
Reservations to attend any of the
performances mac be made by visiting
or calling the Department of Music
office in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the campus, telephone (502)
762-4288
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Concern about mineral oil

'1 uesday, February 6
Saturday, February 3
Sunday, February 4
Ellis Center will be open
An American Quarter Horse
Recital by Bonnie Stock- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
Association Show featuring
Camden, Tenn., will be activities by the Murray
dale,
halter, performance and
roping classes will be at West at 2 p.m. at the recital Hall,,.. Senior Citizens. For inKentucky Livestock Show and Fine Arts Annex, Murray formation call 753-0929.
Exposition Center, College State University.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Farm Road, starting a19 a.m.
Vocal Quartet with piano meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
This is sponsored by MSU
Horsemanship Club and ad- duet from Southern Illinois Center.
University, Carbondale, Ill.,
mission will be $1 per person.
will present a recital at 3:30
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Community Theatre will p.m. at the Farrell Recital Pounds Sensibly) Club will
present The Thieving Magpies Hall, Fine Arts Cente.r, meet at the Health Center at 7
''ikre-You Sleeping?" at the Murray State University.
p.m. This is open to all inCheri Theatre at 2 p.m.
terested persons.
Monday,February 5
Admission will be $1.50 per
Calloway County Retired
person, with adults ac- Teachers Association will
First Baptist Church
companied by a child free.
meet at 2 p.m. at the Ellis Women will hold their general
meeting at the church at 9:30
Community Center.
Ruling Star Lotig.., No. 51
a.m.
Free and Accepted Masons
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
will meet at 6 p.m. at the lodge will meet at the home of Mrs.
Groups of First Baptist
hall.
John Quertermous at 7:30 Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
p.m.
Square and round dancing
with Mrs. Clyde Miller at 10
will be held at Woodmen of the
Dorothy Group with
a.m.;
Executive Board of the
World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club will Mrs. Homer Miller at 10:30
meet at 11:30 a.m. at the t lub a.m.; Bea Walker with Mrs.
Murray Al-Anon will meet house.
Charles Hale at 7:30 p.m.
at 8 p.m. at Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
Delta Department, Murray
Oaks Country Club will hold
support group for families and
its general meeting at the club Woman's Club, will meet at
friends of alcoholics. For
at 7 p.m. Note change from the club house at 7:30 p.m.
with Euple Ward of the Need
information call 437-4229..
Tuesday to Monday.
Line as speaker.
Second day of conference
Coldwater United Methodist
Kappa Department, Murray
for bivocational pastors will
Church Women are scheduled
Woman's Club, will have its
be at Jonathan Creek Baptist to meet at 7 p.m.
annual sweetheart banquet at
Assembly.
Groups of First Baptist 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Church Women will meet as
Tuesday, February 6
Free and Accepted Masons follows: Lottie Moon with
First United Methodist
will meet at the lodge hall at 7
Mrs. Earl Warford at 7 p.m.
p.m.
and Kathleen Jones with Mrs. Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 10 a.m. at the social
Murray High School Junior Denny Smith at 7:15 p.m.
hall with executive board to
Class will present the play,
First Baptist Church GAs meet at 9 a.m.
"No Boys Allowed," at the
Middle School auditorium at 8 will meet as follows: Grades 1
Classes in Typing II,
to 4 at 2:45 p.m. and Grades 5
p.m.
Accounting II, Auto Body Spot
and 6 at 3:15 p.m.
Repair, and Woodworking will
Sunday, February 4
Parents Anonymous will start at 6:30 p.m. at the
Gospel Sing featuring Eddie
Hill, Ronnie .Page, and Cor- meet at the Lutheran Church, Murray Area Vocational
nerstone, TV Stars from 15th and Main Streets, at 7:15 School.
Nashville, Tenn., will be held p.m. For information call 759'Life and Learning Course on
at the Calloway County High 1792 or 7534261.
Advance Bridge will open at
School gym at 2 p.m. This is
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Murray State University.
sponsored by the Murray
Fraternal Order of Police with the Health Center, North 7th
Group II of First Christian
admission $2.50 each and and Olive Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Church CWF will meet at 2
children under 12 free.
Singles Unlimited will meet p.m. at. home of Mrs. W. J.
Murray High Athletic at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall Gibson with Mrs. Lucille
Mrs.
Boosters Club will meet at of the First United Methodist Austin as cohostess,
program
Churchill
as
Guthrie
Church at 7:30 p.m.
•
2:30 p.m.at the high school.
leader, and Mrs. R. H. RobMr. and Mrs. Osro ButMurrill-Y-1,64e NO. 105 Free bins as devotional leader.
terworth will be honored on and Accepted Masons will
their 50th wedding an- meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Lodge
Murray Assembly No. 19
niversary with a reception
Hall, Mayfield Highway 121 at Order of the Rainbow for Girls
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Com- Johnny Robertson Road, will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
munity Room of the North Highway 1660.
hall.
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
The family requests that
Classes in Shorthand II and
guests not bring gifts.
Small Engine Repair will start

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
13-year-old daughter has
had a problem with bowel
movements since she wag an
infant. She sometimes only
has one or two bowel movements a month.
A few years ago, the doctor had her take mineral oil
at bedtime which didn't
help. Recently he has had Xrays taken and the doctor
said everything seems to be
fine. He now has her taking
mineral oil four times a day.
As a result she has a bowel
movement about twice a
week.
I am very concerned about
the statement on the mineral
oil bottle that prolonged use
can cause a dependency on

laxatives. Should she con- The area of the colon thit
tinue taking mineral oil and doesn't have any nerve fiis there anything else we can bers is removed and the red
of the colon is attached at
do for her?
DEAR READER - Many that point. This removes the
people will be surprised at functional obstruction that
your story. It's probable that the person was born with.
Most instances of megacoyour daughter has a megacolon, which means nothing Ion are functional or develmore than a very large oped later. Megacolonusucolon. Some people are born ally develops during bowel
with the problem. They lack training. These people resist
the normal nerve fibers in having a bowel movement
the distal part of the colon and develop a large distended colon. Surgery is not
and rectum.
Since they don't have nor- indicated in these cases.
Mineral oil in large
t
mal contractions in the terminal portion of the colon, amounts is used for
they don't have normal condition that you describe.
bowel movements. In many I'm personally not very fond
of these instances the prob- of its use in this case or in
lem is treated surgically. other cases on a long-term
basis. It doesn't correct the
underlying problem. It can
lead to chronic dependency
in the same way that a
person can become dependent on any form of laxative.
Aside from that, studies
%1*
have shown that mineral oil
Frances Drake
is a foreign substance to the
body. Some of it is absorbed
FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. _21) In/eV and is treated as a foreign
4, 1979
You may have some friends substance in the organs
What kind of day will
where it deposits. Also,
tomorrow be? To find out what over to the house, then quickly there is always
the danger
the stars say, read the tire of their company. Your that a small amount of minbehavior
with
loved
ones
may
forecast given for your birth
eral oil in the back of the
be erratic.
throat when it is swallowed
Sign.
can be sucked into the lungs,
SAGITTARIUS
leading to a condition called
ARIES r
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4r/A
Make your point, but try not lipid pneumonia (fat drop
If speaking out for a cause, to antagonize others. Be pneumonia).
In cases of acquired megaplace the accent on the issues respectful towards those in colon, some doctors recompersonality
out
and keep your
authority, and guard against mend using enemas and deof it. Be cautious with extra nervous tension.
veloping a bowel training
program. This isn't easy an
funds.
CAPRICORN
it takes a long time. The
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
TAURUS
danger of using enemas is
A romantic outing may have that
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
if you use plain tap
Possible financial benefit its ups and downs because of water, the water may be
aid. Avoid retained and lead to water
from career related activity the things.14
now, if you stick to the facts impulsive buyinglIsayou may intoxication. To avoid this, a
saline enema is commonly
and avoid speculative thought. have second thoughts.
used.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
You might get some help
(Jan.
20
to
Feb.
18)
'''
( May 21 to June 20)
out of stool softeners that
Constant interruptions from don't pose the same probTravel plans made in haste
may have to be revised before others may affect domestic lems that you have with
the end of the day. Don't let concerns. You're articulate, mineral oil. I am sending
hurt feelings cause you to but make sure you're also you The Health Letter number 12-6, Laxatives, Enemas
tactful. Downplay ego.
retreat into yourself. and Suppositories. It will
PISCES
CANCER
give you some general information on what you can
June 21 to July 22)ISO I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Conversations
with
others-expect from laxatives.
Check facts and figures
are
subject to misunOther readers who want
before launching a financial
However, this issue can send 50 cents
activity. Disturbing un- derstandings.
with a long, stamped, selfdercurrents among friends , there's much you can ac- addressed envelope for it.
complish
behind
the
scenes,
affect social life now.
Send your request to me in
Be cautious if traveling. ,
LEO
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4
YOU BORN TODAY are New York, NY 10019.
Scattering your energies
I would like to caution that
prove more practical and stable
may
careerwise
laxatives and
unrewarding. No sense ten- than the typical Aquarian, yet used for ordinary measures
adult conding to business on this day you have the inventiveness stipation won't relieve the
and
originality
that
is
also
when your close ones want
kind of
your daughassociated with your sign. You ter has.problem
She needs to train
your attention.
have a talent for music and her normal bowel habit. In
VIRGO
sculpture, but can also suc- the process she will proba( Aug. 23 to Sept. M)
bly need help with enemas.
Travel plans are subject to ceed in business. Real estate, Since
you are concerned
banking,
writing,
and
change or disruption now. A
about the mineral oil usage,
teaching
are
some
of
the
short spurt of work goes well,
I think you should discuss
but you may not accomplish occupations open to you. this with your doctor.
at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray
owever, do avoid a tendency
as much as you wish.
Second day of American
Area Vocational School.
to materialism and working in
LIBRA
Quarter Horse Association
How do big -city families cope
a rut. Your best success
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Show will open at 9 a.m. at the
Life and Learning courses with inflation
comes
with a sense of social
Though you'll make a good
In the main, they cut down on
West Kentucky Livestock and on
Beginning
Bridge,
responsibility and an interest
may
impression,
you
first
the
American
their
food
bilk
says
Exposition Center, College Genealogy,
Publicity
have second thoughts about a in conununity affairs. BirFarm Road. Admission is $1 Techniques for The Club Council of Life Insurance.
That,
at
least,
was
the
most
interest. Watch out thdate of: petty Friedan,
romantic
per person.
Officer, and How to Make the popular method being used by resi- for unexpected financial feminist; Charles Lindbergh,
aviator; and Ida Lupino,
Accouterments to the Ken- dents of New York City, Detroit. expense.
actress.
English actor, Paul Meier,
tucky Long Rifle will open at Atlanta and San Francisco, according to a four-city survey.
FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY SCORPIO
under the sponsorship of the
Murray State University.
C US TO'.'
The Center for the Study of Met- 5,1t79
Ministerial
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV- Mayfield
ropolitan Problems, which conThouiETO-ii-inaii-ortiWone -- ASIO-claTion -lind-SWUrity
What kind of day will
Tuesday,February 6
I<JTCN
Fellowship of Christian ducted the study, said the second tomorrow be? To find out what may not agree on how to spend, Federal Savings and Loan
CA 3IN TS
Athletes will meet in the most used tactic was to try to work the stars say, read the the money, there is a definite Association of Mayfield, will
forecast given for your birth chance for mutual financial perform his one-man biblical
Racer Room, Roy Stewart
According to the Center. over a
gain.
drama A.D. 65 for two weeks
Stadium, Murray State third of the families tried to raise Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
beginning February 5.
University, at 7 p.m.
their incomes by overtime work or. ARIES
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
During this time he will visit
--J1Q-F1).4154/1.16
less frequently, by moonlighting or ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4Yi
kt
Others may not agree with every Mayfield and Graves
Estate Planning Seminar, sending an additional 4,‘,rnily
Enjoy yourself in creative you, but don't let frustration
C.‘45Tom 45uk r
County school in addition to
sponsored
by
County member to work.
work and recreational ac- take hold. Listen to the ideas
several churches in the area.
Extension
Service, will be at
7OR'ilt//Te#44
.tiVity, but be careful that you of a close one and follow his or
A.D. 65 comes directly from
the West Kentucky Livestock
don't aggravate an old health her lead.
a highly successful two-month
and Exposition Center from 10 Potatoes refrigerated for a condition.
CAPRICORN
schedule in Paducah during
a.m. to 3 p.m.
week may develop a sweet
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
cic -8/5.37
taste because some of their TAURUS
which time over fifty perslightly
feeling
You
may
be
formances
were
given
Women's Guild of St. Leo's ttarch changes to sugar. To ( Apr. 20 1,o May 28)
unappreciated.
However,
your
flavor, store them
Your heart will have to be in
reaching an audience of over
Catholic Church will meet at 1 improve
at a higher temperature for what you do today, or else mood will lift if you keep busy
ten thousand. Mayfield is the
p.m. in Gleason Hall. A white one or two weeks before
you'll quickly lose interest. at work you truly enjoy. Look first stop on a tour which will
elephant sale will be held.
within.
using.
from
peace
Capitalize on favorable for
eventually include about a
AQUARIUS
financial trends.
dozen other communities in
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
--GEMINI
Kentucky
and
An anti-social mood leaves Western
(May 21 to June 20)
you by midday. Later, you're Tennessee.
No sense in feeling lonely. in a festive mood and will
This is a sixty-minute
Call up a few friends, make make appropriate plans. dramatic monologue compiled
plans, and you'll be feeling Avoid an argument about from the gospels in which
ON miINA, MIAIeli
again. Avoid hassles money.
yourself
Meiser as the fully costumed
111171WV2TICTITSia Sun
with those in authority.
- . 10 4- 30
PISCES
character Mark tells the story
Bold her
vT
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
of Christ's life.
MATINEES SAT. & SUN.
No sense brooding; it will
(June 21 to July 22)
Meier has a twelve year
NO PASSES. NO BARGAIN RITE
A
behind-the-scenes only add to your frustration. ,career as a professional actor
CLINT
'Num MOON WAY 0
financial transaction is to your Attend to your own work, and behind him having appeared
BUT Loon' IP
EASTW000
benefit. Curb a tendency to let you'll work yourself into a in films, television, radio and
impatience get the best of you, joyful mood.
on stage both in America and
YOU BORN TODAY are his native London.
or frustration will mount.
Cs
.
iorti
talented in many fields but are
Working with many top
LEO
[7.,25
711)
. sun
inclined to scatter your English stars including
(July
23
to
22)
Aug.
Ufa Talus.
THE CARBONI BROTHERS
Try to avoid a confrontation eneigies and not to finish what Richard Burton and Paul
00,9 40 -+ 2 30 Sun{
Oh* hod the brains. on* had
4
rh* muscle /1 one had the suit
ammo•saraartow
with a close ally over money. you start. Even though you Schofield his work has been
YOU'LL BELIEVE A NAN CAN FLY en
Accept an invitation to what are multi-faceted, you must seen and heard all over the
should prove to be a fun oc- learn to specialize on the one world. Two of his television
4
thing you wish to excel in.
SAILCINE
casion.
Otherwise, you may drift from films shortly to appear on
American network TV are
Lee Elms Fri. I tat 11411
VIRGO
one job to another, through a
ARAOEMJ
"Houston,"
"We've Got A
ADULT EITTIITAIIINfiff
adspirit
of
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP% misdirected
III owl irg.T
Problem," and "The Marie
Your
best
success
venture.
Do-it-yourself
tasks
should
A (1141Vr.13SAI P1CTURF
be rewarding but be careful of comes with a good education. Curie Story."
Meier is also a writer and
strain
and
hazardous You can succeed in law,
HEY
equipment. Private business medicine, playwrighting, art, his radio adaptation of the
KIDS!
meetings bring benefits.
and acting. In business, you American classic,"The Spoon
Anthology," has
mg Ma ,/pleS in
LIBRA
are inclined to take risks, but River
"ARE YOU SLEEPHIR?"
(Sept. 23-to Oct.' 22) Ar-1 have a natural ability to deal recently beerreold world wide.
Don't let worry over a with people. Birthdate of Adlai Meier also performed in this
Sot. af 2 p.m.
statesman; production. He is currently
romantic situation cause you Stevenson,
Mari
to lose out on the donee to William Burroughs, author; working an the dramatization
Ildmisaiee $1.541
make new friends. Accept and Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, of some landmark events from
newspaper publisher.
invitations and have fun
Kentucky's history.

Your Individual I2l.
Horoscope
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Inflation Fighter
Is Cut Food Bills

I

'Dean.AU*.
By Abigail Van Buren

His Kids Block
Her Bridal Path

and, if I say so
DEAR ABBY: I am a 50-year-old divorcee
desirable.
I
recently
met a
and
attractive
myself. I am
gentleman, also divorced and equally attractive and
desirable. He is 60. Sam has two married children living in
another state.
wants to marry me,
He gave me a big rush and I know he
marriage until after
but he says he cannot formally propose
we are right for each
his children meet me and agree that
other.
Marry
Abby, I have grown children, too, but the man I
Naturally,
I
inspection.
children's
my
pass
doesn't have to
man, but if they
would hope that my children liked the
didn't, it wouldn't matter to me.
approval from Sam's
This business of having to get
children irritates me. In fact, it turns me off. Do you think it
means anything?
LIL IN BROOKLYN

Sam's children, you
DEAR L1L: YES.It means that, after
come first.
DEAR READERS: There are thousands of people iso
hospitals, institutions and homes because the transplant'
organs they need are not available. These include kidneys,
corneas, heart, pituitary glands and other organs and
tissues that must be removed from accident victims quickly
before oxygen starvation renders them useless.
What most people do not know is that most states now
use the driver's license to identify organ donors. Under the
Anatomical Gift Act, people who are killed in traffic accidents may avoid dying in vain.
The organ-donor sticker form or decal) authorizes doctors to remove needed organs immediately after the
victim's death, and to use those organs in transplant operations.
Readers may acquire the details of organ-donation laws
by writing to the motor vehicle departments of their own
states. They may write also to the National Kidney Foundation, 116 East 27th St., New York, N.Y. 10016.
"Gift of Life" laws are relatively new. Their application
through the driver's license is increasing in all states. The
universal adoption of the Anatomical Gift Act lwith its strict
safeguards to verify that the donor is in fact dead before
organs may be removed) would offer new hope to the country's afflicted.
I have personally willed all my usable organs, and feel
that nothing I could leave after my death will be of greater
value.
LOVE,
ABBY
-DEAR-ABBVi I-reeently ran into a girl with whom I had
gone through school. I had heard she had married recently,
so I said, "Oh, by the way, congratulations on getting married!"
She reacted in a peculiar way, and instead of thanking me
for my congratulations,she said,"Why congratulate me as if
I had accomplished the impossible? Didn't you think I was
capable of getting a guy to marry me?"
- I was shocked, since this was the farthest thing from my
mind.
When I told my mother what had happened,she said I had
committed the cardinal sin- that one never congratulates a
bride. The bride should be given best wishes and the groom
congratulations.
Is this true?
NEW TOME

DEAR NEWS: lAgirue. But if that's the greatest "sin"
you ever commit, you may qualify for sainthood.

English Actor
Will Perform
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With the proper amount of insulation in your attic you'll be
able to ,save energy ... and
money on fuel bills too!

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312
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Mutray Business News Bilefs
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

Burley Future Looks Good In Kentucky
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John Boyer, of Landoh Tree Service is
pictured both in the tree and on the
ground. Landolt Tree Service features all
phases of tree work and Boyer brings
the company 20 years of experience.
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Landolt Tree Service
Busy In Any Weather
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When passing down one of some of the expenses of
Murray's streets you should college but has recently
happen to see some one in the become-a full time company
top of a tree cutting and with the partnership of John
sawing limbs, don't be alar- Boyer.
med its probably only the
Landolt Tree Service.
Boyer brings the company
20 years of tree cutting exThe Landolt Tree Service, a perience.
joint venture of George ''I started working in the
Landolt and John Boyer, tree business in Central
specializes in tree topping, Ontario when I was ten and
my first
bought
shaping, pruning and stum- had
ping as well as complete tree McCulloch chain saw by the
time I was 12," Boyer stated.
removal and shrubbing.
The business originally Some of the companies
started five years ago as a features are free estimates,
way for Landolt to help pay for $50,000 worth of liability
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coverage and quick efficient
cleanup.
When we do a job for
someone we value their
property as if it were or own
and many times the yard will
look cleaner than it did
before," Landolt said.
The tree service comes
'highly recommended and has
all the equipment for any size
job including a brand new
chipper.
Landolt wished to stress, we
do the 'job regardless to the
time of year or weather and
can be reached for estimates
by phoning 753-8170.

Kentucky's approximately
200,003 burley tobacco farmers are wearing satisfied
smiles these days.
With sales of the 1978 crop
concluded in at least 26 of
Kentucky's 30 burley markets
by the end of January,
average prices were about 10
cents a pound higher than
prices for last year's crop. At
the same time, growers are
savoring news from the U.S.1
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) that the export
market for their tobacco is
getting better every year,
providing even more competition for burley that's
bound to drive future prices
even higher.
The economic health of the
burley market is vital to
Kentucky's economy since
burley tobacco is the state's
chief cash crop, with an annual value of more than half a
billion dollars. It also provides
the stimulus of additional
millions of dollars in sales of
fertilizers, pesticides,
related
machinery and
products as well as employment for those working
the crop.

lad

Bob monetary exchange rate is
owner
warehouse
Brannen to say that market negatively affecting the
prices "are going to have to overall American economy, it
continue to go up next year if has been a boon to the burley
farmers are going to be able to industry. Foreign buyers are
continue growing tobaech." investing more heavily in U.S.
Ironically, one of the factors tobacco because they can buy
that sustained this year's high more with their higher-valued
prices was a reduction in the foreign currency. The USDA
amount of acreage that could also says the superior quality
be planted in tobacco in 1978. of U.S. burley over foreign
The USDA sets the acreage burley is another reason why
quotas early each year, and exports are continuing to
for 1978 it reduced the quotas grow.
by 3.8 percent. Tobacco
growers were unhappy with , Burley exports for the 12the reductions, but it turned month period that ends Oct. 1,
out that the acreage cuts 1979, are estimated by USDA
helped keep the burley market to reach about 120 million
from being glutted with pounds, an increase over the
tobacco, which would have previous year's total of 117
depressed prices. A good million pounds and an
growing season upped the amazing ten-fold increase
average yield per acre by over exports of a decade ago.
more than 100 pounds over the
previous growing season, so
Less cheerful news to
that the crop was actually one Kentucky burley growers are
percent bigger than the the growing threats to their
preceding year's.
domestic sales from cheaper
That didn't keep the burley foreign leaf, which carries low
growers from asking USDA to or no tariff.
refrain from future quota
reductions, however.
Albert Clay of Mount
And about that good news
from abroad: while the Sterling, chairman of the

Tucker Heads New Begley Outlet
Begley Drug Company,
'leadquartered in Richmond,
Kentucky, announced this
week the opening of an
apothecary in the Medical
Arts Building, at 300 S. 8th St.
The pharmacy, located in a
reaently constructed medical
facility, adjacent to the
hospital, will feature low cost,
expert prescription service.
For greater shopping convenience the pharmacy will
also feature drive-up service
in the near future.
Kenneth Tucker, registered
pharmacist, will manage the

Mike Brannack Appointed
IDS,Financial Representative

my

But the results of all this
expense and effort are seen in
the yearly markets where the
burley is sold, and this year's
market opened last November
with expectations of recordbreaking prices. Average
prices were running at $1.32
per pound in late January,
when about 90 percent of the
crop had been sold, compared
to last year's $1.22 per pound.
"Everybody's pretty happy
with this year's market," said
Bennett Roach of the Ken,;
Tobacco
Burley
tucky
Cooperative
Growers
Association, and his senechoed
were
timents
throughout the Kentucky
markets.
The increased prices more
than offset the farmers' increased costs of growing the
crop, exclusive of land costs
and quota leases, that went
from $1.05 per pound for the
1977 crop to $1.07 per pound for
the 1978 harvest. The USDA
has warned, however, that
costs of producing the 1979
crop will be about $1.12 per
pound, leading industry
as
spokespersons such
Bowling Green tobacco

operation which will be open
from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. A
native of Paducah, Tucker is a
graduate of the University of
Kentucky College of Pharmacy; Lexington and has
managed the Begley's Central
Center Shopping Center Drug
Store since it was opened in
1971. He is married to the
former Judy Hannon of
Paducah. They have one
seven-year old son, Kevin.
Other employees include
Sandy Keller, Pat Hughes and

Anita Thurman.
The first Begley Drug Store
was opened in London during
1921 by the founder of the
Company, the late Byron B.
Begley. Byron's brother,
Robert B. Begley, presently
Chairman of the Board,joined
him in the London store in 1929
after graduating from the
Louisville College of Pharmacy.
A second store was opened
in Richmond in 1934; a third in
Somerset. Several other new
stores were opened as partnerships over the next few

Sa
Tn

University also in Rochester.
He is also a graduate of the
Sales Training Institute at
Detroit Michigan. He has
previously been in life insurance for 9 years and since
coming to Murray three years
ago, has worked at Murray
Memorial Gardens and
Carroll Volkswagon.

Michael Brannack, R.R. 5,
Box 691, Murray, Kentucky,
has been appointed a
the
in
representative
Paducah-Murray Area, with
the national sales organization
for Investors Diversified
Services (IDS), the large
'Minneapolis-based financial
institution. The appointment
' VMS announced by Jack D.
Kasey, divisional manager in
Evansville, Indiana.
Brannack is a graduate of
Rochester High School,
Rochester Michigan, and
attended college at Oakland

ME
In

The IDS national sales
organization, which includes
more than 3,000 men and
women, offers a variety of
financial services for individuals and businesses.
Included in those services are
shares of the Investors Group
mutual ?wits, fixed'
returninvestments, and inunproducts
surance
derwritten by an IDS subsidiary.

for-Thest Who%set The But

ROY HARMON
Kitchen and Bath
Complete Design and
Installation Service
4

For Samples &
Estimates Call

153-4124
Or Visit Our Shop Off South 4th at Tits Drive-In Theatre.
I Approximately 1 Week Service)

1

For any financial services
Brannack can be contacted at
436-2701.

11%

This page is
written for
and sponsored
by the Murray
Business
Community
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Bank of Murray
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Blaustein Named Top Salesman
Recently Cagel Business
Alan
named
Systems
Blaustein as salesman of the
month for the month of
January.
Blaustein maybe remembered by some as the

,
Axecutive Director for the
Murray Calloway County
Senior Citizens program. A
five month employee of
Cagers. Blaustein has just
completed a one week's sales
course in St. Louis on selling

C.
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Radio Shack
Records Gains
For December

You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts,too.

Call me and compare.

/mote*
You're in good hands.
k I I.txth Insurance Co

Northbrook

II

See Agents
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley
The

Murray Insurance
Agency
753-1751
Elel-Air Center

Nous

M U RIMY

Member FDIC

KY
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!Congratulations
To
Alan Blaustein

7
7
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L. — A Scale say it's good luck for a
firefly to fly into the house
-

FORT WORTH,TX — Radio
Shack, the nationwide consumer electronics store chain,
recorded a 13 percent gain in
U.S. sales to $164,699,000 for
December 1978, up froth sales
of $145,217,000 a year ago.
Sales of U.S. Radio Shack
stores in existence more than
one year rose 10 percent
during December 197t.
Radio Shack's parent
company, Tandy Corporation,
announced that consolidated
sales for the month of
December were $189,V6.000.
an increase of 13 percent over
December 1977 sales of
$168,476,000.

Auto
policy
expiring?

Help us help you protect your funds. Always keep
your checkbook in a safe place
PEOPLES/BANK

the Savin System. This in- Business in Murray or by
directly led to Blaustein's phoning 753-1763.
award, as he was the leading
salesman of Sevin copy
machines for Cagle's during
January.
Blaustein is a graduate of
Murray State and has a wife.
Linda, and three children.
Leslie, 9, Frank, 7, and Sarah,
23 mo.
Alan also stated "Anyone
interested in the demonstration of the Sevin Copier
System can make an appointment with me at Cagle

KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
General market direction was
upward. Leading gains:
Reliance Universal ((YTC), to
18"-2 from 17; Ashland Oil
(NYSE), to 37k2 from 34;
Kentucky Central Life ((YTC)
to 141. from 13%. Greatest
declines: Glenmore (AMEX),
to 23 from 27/s; Thomas
Industries (NYSE), to 9%
from 101's; Humana (NYSE),
to 27k1 from 28ai.

Don't leave your checkbook in your car's glove
box or lying around
where anyone could
pick it up. Dishonest
apeo_ple like to remove a
few c..lealta,. *Nth you
may not miss, and forge
your name.

by Bill Boyd
(Murray)is
TOP SALESMAN — Larry Guthrie,(left) manager of Cagel Business Systems
Month for
the
of
Salesman
was
named
Blaustein
Blaustein.
Alan
with
pictured here
selling the most Savin Copiers, the month of January.

offer our

Congratulations
to
Mike Brannack
Begley Drugs
Alan Blaustein

years and in 1950 Begley Drug
Company was incorporated.
the Corporation
Today
operates 50 drug store units
consisting of 43 full-line drug
stores and 7 ethical pharmacies throughout 27 Kentucky communities.
The Company also operates
51 Big "B" One Hour Dry
Cleaners located in the states
of Iowa, Illinois, Florida,.
Tennessee, Missouri and
Kentucky. A wholly-owned
subsidiary, B & B Equipment
and supply Company, is also
centered in the nearly 100,000
square foot Central Offices
and Distribution Center in
Richmond. The subsidiary as
a wholesale distributor of dry
cleaning equipment and
supplies.
The largest Kentucky-based
publicly held drug chain in the
state, Begley's stock is traded
on the Over-the-counter
market and listed on NASDAQ
under the symbol BGLY.

Burley Auction Warehouse
Association, says the U.S.
cigarette industry -- which
of
three-fourths
uses
American-grown burley — has
increased its supply of
foreign-grown burley by
almost 25 percent in one year,
and that there's also increased
use of Oriental and foreign
scrap tobacco for blending in
U.S. cigarettes.
He hopes the Geneva conference on world trade might
address the tariff inequities
that make foreign leaf so
much cheaper for U.S
manufacturers.

"That's right! I got my new
financed from the same
place I got my Shield..."
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llama less & Dean, Reel
Sill. Moe 753-009

Alan has been selected as
salesman of the month at
Cagle Business System.
Alan was selected for
selling the most Savin Copiers
during the month of January.

Alan Blaustein

We congratulate Alan on his accomplishment
and are proud to have him on our sales force. .

Cagle Business
Systems
Downtown

Murray

753-1763
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Looking Back
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Copley News Service

Thoughts
In Season

10 Years Ago
Merit
was
of
The Legion
posthumously awarded to the family of
Major Larry D. Hosford by Col. Eff W.
Birdsong.. Major Hosford died of injuries suffered while serving in Vietnam on Oct. 27, 1968.
Deaths reported include Isaac
Newton Broadway, 91.
Named as superlatives of the senior
class of Murray High School were
Debbie Edmonds, Bill Pasco, Cindy
Alexander, Johnny Quertermous,
Kathy Rowlett, Steve Compton, Debbie

Steele, Steve Knight, Donna Jones,
Ernie Williams, Jan Reagan, Greg
Wilson, Glenda Doran, Mike Ward,
Kathy Lockhart, and Dwain Bell.
Army Specialist Five John F. Fuqua
was promoted to his present rank while
serving at Fort Hood, Texas

By Kea Well
Do too many of us spend too much of
our lives doing things that we'd really
rather not be doing? This question
troubled the famous American
naturalist Henry David Thoreau 11817.
1862) and reflection on it led to his
famous remark in Walden (18.50 that
"the mass of men lead live* d maist
desperation.- Later in the same work,
he commented further upon what we
today often call the "rat race".
The spending of the best part of
one's life earning mosey in order to
enjoy a questionable liberty during
the least valuable part of it,
reminds me of the Englishman
who went to India to make a fortune first, in order that he might
return to England and live the life
of a poet.

The Calloway County High School
Band, directed by Carolyn Pigg, will
travel to Atlanta, Ga., to be the guests
of Six Flags Over Georgia during the
weekend of May 2 and 3.

20 Years Ago
The new Sears Roebuck & Company
order office will open in the Overbey
Building, Murray, on Feb. 5.
Employees include Agnes Payne, June
Paschall, Juanita Huff, arid Becky Ray.
Deaths reported include Jesse Red)
Lyons, 65.
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger has been chosen
to attend the National Girl Scout
Roundup as a member of the staff to be
held at Colorado Springs, Colo., July 3

to 14.
The Murray State College Band has
been invited to be the Kentucky Derby's
official band in the Kentucky Derby
Festival Parade on April 30 and to
participate in ceremonies preceding
the derby race on May 2.
A. W. Simmons, Jr., has been elected
as president of his fraternity, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.

30 Years Ago
The groundwork has been laid for a
city wide fire inspection program to be
conducted among the businesses,
factory areas, hospitals, and public
buildings of Murray during the latter
part of March. The plan was proposed
yesterday by State Fire Marshall
Frank Crutcher at a city wide meeting
held here.
Deathsseported include Peggy Faye
Pittman, infant girl; and Mrs. Mary Ed
McCoy Hall, 53.
An enrollment of 1,365 for the spring
semester at Murray State College has

The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Memphis State 56 to 52 in a
basketball game played at Murray last
night. Junior Herrold was high for
Murray with 18 points and Hudson was
high with 17 for Memphis.

movie, "Kentucky," will be shown.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin, moderator
of the Blood River Baptist Association,
will preside at the meeting to be held
Feb. 9 at the Locust Grove Church.
Marriages announced this week
include Evelyn Lamb to Coyle Jones on
Jan. 25.
Births -reported this week include a
bOy`hiMr. and Mrs. Lowell Lamb,a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Goodman, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Armstrong,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Harper.
The Murray State College Racers
beat West Tennessee of Memphis in a
basketball game. Ned Washer, got 24
points for Murray.
Auburn J. Wells has been named as
principal at Athens High School.
Tolley & Carson Food Market lists
grapefruit as selling for ten for 25 cents
in their ad this week

50 Years Ago
An average of $12.42 per hundred
weight has been reported for the sale of
dark fired tobacco on the local market
this week.
Deaths reported this week include
Ben Bell, D. C. Barnes, 67, Mrs. Polly
Ann Graham, 92, Miss Eugenia
Parham. Mrs. Earl Hale, 49, William
Taylor. 13. Quitman Hart, 40. and
Morgan Higgins, infant.
An enrollment of 599 has been
reported for the spring semester at
Murray State College. The teaching
staff for the 294 courses offered inMr. and Mrs. W. N. Beale who are 87
and 84 years of age respectively
eelebrated their 67th wedding anniversary on Jan. 29. They have one
son, Jack Beale, Jr.
N. R. Hardeman, president of FreedHardeman College, Henderson, Tenn.,
*ill speak at the Murray Church of
Christ on March 3, and at Murray High
School and Murray State College on
March 4.
The Board of Regents of Murray

State College will meet to discuss the
1929 building program of a library and
men's dormitory. Board members are
Mrs. William H. Mason, Murray, G. P.
Thomas, Cadiz, J. F. Wilson, Mayfield,
and G. P. Ordway, Kuttavra.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson.
Marriages announced this week
include Beulah Gordon to Eura Mathis
on Jan. 27.
David Thompson advertises that he
has a milk route in Murray each
morning with the cost being 10 cents per
quart for pore fresh
'
•
New officers of the Magazine Club
elected at the meeting held at the First
National Bank include Mesdames
Rainey T. Wells, E. B. Houston, Jack
Beale, Jr., T. H. Stokes, and Ben B.
Keys.
The 31st annual Murray Bible
Institute for Baptist ministers, and
laymen from Western Kentucky and
Tennessee will be held at the Murray
Baptist Church from Feb. 10 to 15.

Letter To The Editor

Opposes Appointment
Dear Editor,
Despite previous scandals involving
members of his staff and cabinet.
President Carter has apparently
learned nothing.
Carter has nominated Dr. Norval
Morris, dean of the University of
Chicago Law School, as head of the Law
Enforcement Assistance
Administration ( LEAA Morris is the
author of The Honest Politicians Guide
to Crime Control in which he advocates
the decriminalization of use and
possession of all drugs, the legalization
of virtually all sex crimes except forcible rape, and the banning and
licensing of handguns and rifles,
respectively.
Dr Morris has suggested that the ban
on handguns be enforced by concealing
metal detectors along sidewalks, so
that they can secretly search people as
they passby. He states, "there can be
no right of 'privacy. in regard to armarnent.
Dr. Morris' views on our right against
unreasonable search and seizure are as
Much at odds with the sensibilities of
the American people as are his ideas

,
Echoes From The Past

been reported by college officials.
New officers of the Murray Magazine
Club include Mrs. R. A. Johnston, Mrs.
Clyde Downs, Mrs. B. F. Scherffius,
Mrs. E. A. Tucker, and Mrs. E. J.
Carter. They were elected at a meeting
held at the home of Mrs. B. B. Keys.

40 Years Ago
A widespread epidemic of colds and
influenze that reached its peak in
Calloway County on Jan. 30 was
reported by County physician, Dr. J. A.
Outland, to be under control. Calloway
County School Superintendent T. C.
Arnett said as many as 60 per cent of
the county's high school students were
absent on Jan. 30. Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. ..ioL..;•Turnbow, 84, Mfs. Sammie
Stewart, Mrs. Bell Zora. Coclu-an, 67,
and Bob Marshall, 66.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin
in the South Pleasant Grove community
was destroyed by fire on Jan. 28.
Murray Mayor George Hart, Murray
State College President Dr. James H.
Richmond, and Leo Keller, owner of
Columbia Amusement Company, will
speak at opening ceremonies of the new
Varsity Theatre on Feb. 9 before the

Bible Thought

about decriminalizing drugs and sex
crimes I would urge citizens to write
their Senators. Congressmen. etc. and
oppose the appointment of Dr Morris to
the lEAA.
Sincerely yours,
Danny M. Rogers
Riviera Cts.
Murray, Ky.
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By Judy Maupin

( 4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes.)

Journey To Zion

Turn ye again now every one
from his evil way.. and dwell in
the land that the Lord hath
given unto you....Jeremiah
25:5.

Selfishness is sin that brings
its own miseries. Prophets still
call men and nations to new
goodness.

This is continuing the story of Daniel
This time, they were determined to
July, 1849, the family prepared to leave
and Martha Jones Thomas and their
make it to the "valley of the mounABOUT THIS PAGE
for Utah. It was a fairly uneventful trip,
family's trip from Tennessee to Utah,
tains," in Utah.
Editorials, columns and other
and SOOJI the family arrived in what was
in search of a place where they and
President Brigham Young, who had
opinionated articles on this page are
to be their land of freedom, their
other members of the Mormon faith
presented for the purpose of
evidently also lived at Nauvoo, left
"Zion."
could practice their religion without
providing a forum for the free
ahead of the others, as did Daniel
At the end of the journal, Daniel
harrassment. Over a period of some
Thomas, having built his family a small
exchange of differing opinions.
Thomas added his comments conyears, they were run out of several
cabin some ways from town. There they
We at The Murray Ledger &
cerning his stay in prison, about the
towns before they finally found a place
Times strongly believe that to limit
wee isolated but fairly safe. Mrs.
night on the riverbank, when he had to
where they were left in peace.
Thomas spent the time while waiting
opinionated articles to only those
chop up with his axe their only
As they left Tennessee, headed for
which parrallel the editorial
for her husband's return by weaving
remaining food, frozen cornbread, for
"Zion," Martha wrote that she was
philosophy of this newspaper would
cloth for her family and some
his children to eat. He ended with this
yards
struck, shortly after crossing the
be a disservice to our readers.
to sell, much of which was used for
comment:
Tennessee River, with a condition she
wagon covers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
"All through these times we had been
termed "sun pain," which was so
who do not agree with an editorial
Mr. Thomas returned to his family in
mobbed and driven about, imprisoned
severe that she thought she might die.
August. It was a bad winter that year,
stand or the ideas presented by an
and in the power of our enemies, called
However, one of the members of the
individual writer in a column or
with snow so deep that the cattle could
on to sacrifice our homes and turned
group prayed with her, which caused
other article, to respond with their
not graze, so they were gradually sold
out into the world to start afresh.
the pain in her head to leave. Then, as
off— Things got so bad for the -Durtng all this time we felt happy and
feelings on the particular iesees
she wrote in 1.er journal, she was once
Thomases that they began selling off
being discussed with a letter to the
cheerful and felt to thank God for our
again able to get out of her bed to wash,
editor.
their household goods. Soon the family
deliverance with no spirit of regret for
iron, and bake in preparation for the
was left with nothing to sell and little
By the same token, if an issue has
what we had been called upon to
next day's journey. It is amazing to us,
enough to pack for the trip west. By
not been discussed on this page and
sacrifice for the Gospel's sake."
in the day of modern travel, to imagine
a reader feels that the issue merits
a pioneer woman baking and washing,
the attention of the general public,
probably in a roadside camp, alongside
we welcome a letter to the editor or
a covered wagon. This was in 1837.
an authored article on whatever that
A little later, Martha tells of the
topic might be.
overpowering heat; "both man and
beast were suffering for water." They
finally came to a place where there was
By FRED BAYLES
.compiling lists of foreign students,"
pictures and withheld tuition. A federal
running water, but the leader of the
Associated Press Writer
Pam
Wilson,
investigation found Windham innocent
an
institute
group would not let them camp there;
Faced with sagging enrollments,
spokeswoman, pointed out.
of criminal intent and blamed overhe instructed them to let the cattle
more American universities are
Foreign students are looking to the
zealous translators.
drink, take enough water for dinner,
looking for new students — and their
United States for teehnical education at
Ms. Spreckelmeyer, whose office
and move on. Later that day, they made
tuition — by swapping education for
a time when the decline in the U.S. birth
helps schools with foreign student
camp "at the edge of the grass," with
petrodollars from the Mideast, Africa
rate, coupled with the end of the draft,
programs, says other colleges have
no bushes or trees to shade them. Soon.
and South America.
is expected to drop college enrollment
trouble with students unprepared for
a black cloud, followed by thunder and
It is a trend that already has made a
by 25 percent in the next few years.
college in their own countries. "You
lightning came over them. Then rain
modest dent in this country's trade
Schools
like Boston University have
hear of people who were flunking out of
and hail came down with such force
deficit — pumping back an estimated
responded with foreign recruiting
their own secondary schools coming
that the teamsters had to stay with the
$900 million into the U.S. economy each
programs. BU has assigned an "inhere," she says.
oxen to prevent the wagons from rolling
year in tuition alone.
ternational representative" to tour
Some schools have had difficulty with
together.
In the past five years, foreign
Europe and the Mideast.
tuition payments. Kansas state
The pioneer's first stop, in 1838, was
enrollment at U.S. schools has nearly
The school's officials also met
universities recently reported 21
in Missouri. They put in a crop, but in
doubled, hitting over 235,000 in the 1977recently
with representatives of the
Nigerians owed $22,000 and 600 Iranians
the midst of harvesting their first crop,
78 school year. While representing only
Peoples Republic of China and the
were having trouble getting money
the persecution began. A mob drove the
1.8 percent of total U.S. college
Cuban
governme
nt
from
to
try
to
their homeland.
develop
women.and ehikirewfwain-their- homes
enrollment;-thefigure still makes•the
ltuffeffreircliafire—prograrns.
heSelifelemPorary problems due
and set the houses on fire; soon the
United States the world leader when it
"We're not having problems filling
to different causes," says Ms.
whole prairie was ablaze. Mrs. Thomas
comes to educating foreign students.
spots now, but we're looking to the '80s
Spreckelmeyer. "There has been
and children fled to the home of friends.
The role of college campus to the
when the college age population is
problems with the Nigerian governbut the mob again set upon them. A few
world is expected to grow as oil-rich
down," says Natalie McCracken of BU.
ment over bills, but they always pay.
days later, soldiers led the Mormon
nations continue to send their people
"It's a problem all schools are worried
The problem involving the Iranians is
men away to prison.
here for training in engineering,
about."
the result of a strike which has closed
Their leader, Joseph Smith, was kept
business and the life sciences.
BU — which has 1,400 foreign
their banks."
in prison after the others were released,
"These countries have a new afstudents
— offers refresher courses in
Even with delays, most officials see
only being himself freed when it was
fluence and they need managers," says
English to 1,000 students and teaching
overseas
tuition money as worth
assured that the entire Mormon
Sally Hyem of Northeastern Univerprograms for families of foreign
waiting for. And there are other
community had left the state.
sity's International Student Center.
students. Not all schools are as wellbenefits.
The land and homes were sold to pay
"They don't have enough universities,
equipped, however.
"In general, the average foreign
prison expenses. In all, 50 Mormon men
but they do have oil."
According
to
Mary
Ann
student
tends to be selective, do well
were jailed; these men were told that
The trend also has university officials
Spreckelmeyer of the U.S. Interacademically and leave with a better
they would be released and sent from
looking closely at foreign developnational Communication Agency, many
understanding of this country," says
the state, along with their families.
ments, asking what effect Iran's
smaller schools are not ready to deal
Hugh Jenkins of the National
They were told to prepare for this, the
troubles or the new turn in U.S.-China
with problems of cultural adjustment.
Association of Foreign Student Affairs.
alternatives being either a firing squad
relations might have on enrollment of
"The problems come with some in"In some schools, these students are
or the forsaking of their religion. Since
foreign students.
stitutions unfamiliar with foreign
seen as a resource that will contribute
they would not give up their religious
Other questions are asked about
students," she said. "There are
to the education of Americans."
beliefs, the group again prepared to
which colleges may be best -- or not
cultural adjustments to be made on
move on.
suited — for foreigners. Officials at
both sides; some of these differences
Thus, in 1839, the Thomas family was
Windham College in Vermont, for
are exasperated by a lack of English."
again on the move. They set out in
example. wound up with more comIt was an apparent lack of experience
February, in half a foot of snow. Mrs.
plaints than tuition in its efforts to
that led to the troubles at Windham
Thomas wrote in her journal that none
enroll foreign students — and the school
College last fall. The private college
of her children had shoes, and that their
folded.
hired a Pennsylvania firm to recruit
feet would crack open from exposure,
Quebec City
A French stuntman
At Northeastern, Ms. Hyem says, the
students overseas. Some 150 Iranians
named
Monsieur Mangetout (Mr. Eatcausing the children to cry at night.
reputation of its engineering school has
and
Jordanian
s
signed
up;
70 of them
All) has beaten his own world record by
When they got to the river !evidently
pushed foreign enrollment past 10
arrived at the school before it closed.
eating more than 15 pounds of bicycle in
the Ohio), they found it was impossible
percent. Overseas applications conSome students complained that
12 days.
to cross the ice Several hundred
tinued to roll in at Northeastern and
Windham did not fit the recruiters'
As side dishes, Mangetout also ate 100
families camped on the riverbank in the
other Boston-area schools, giving
razor
I I,
cold, waiting for the ferry to move them
blades, two plates and a glass.
Massachusetts a foreign student
Murray Ledger & Times
Mangetout, whose real name is
across into Illinois. It was a cold,
population of 10,500, the country's
USPS 306700
Michel Lotito, set the previous record of
frightening wait for Mrs. Thomas, left
fourth largest.
Pubhshe r
Waiter!. Apperson
eight pounds of bicycle in 15 days last
alone with her children and no food to
Editor
California is first with 35,367
It-Gene McCutcheon
year Evry, France. It is listed in the
The Murray ledger & Times is published
feed them, not knowing if her husband
students. followed by New York, 21,569.
every afternoon except Sundays. Jury 4,('5f*
Guinness
was safe or how soon he would return
Book of World Records.
may Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
and Texas, 19,134. The figures, from the
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St.
"When I was young, I had a complex
For the first time, she wrote, she gave
Institute of International Education,
Murray. Ky 42071 Second(lass Postage Paid at
— I was too thin," he told
in to tears.
Murray,Ky 47871
reporters.
also show a third of foreign students are
SUBSCRIPTION RATES in areas served by,
"When I was 18, late my first piece of
By nightfall, the Thomas family had
nations
Organizat
of
the
from
ion of
carriers, $275 per month, payable in advance
glass in a swimming pool. Then I ate
also made the trip across the river into
Hy mail in Calloway County and to Renton Har
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farrnmeton. KY and
plates, nails and bottles — all to win
Illinois. Three days later, Mrs. Thomas
Iran IS now the largest user of U.S.
Parts. Buchanan and Puryear. In 919 50 per
bets."
gave birth to a son.
year Fly mad to other destinations. 1135 00 per
education, with nearly 37,000 students
year
Mangetout, an attraction- at a fair
By this time. Joseph Smith had
here. Other oil nations in the top 10 are
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
here, swallowed the bicycle parts after
escaped from prison and joined the
Association
and
Southern
Newspaper
Publishers
Nigeria, Venezuela and Saudi Arabia.
Association
they were cut into small chunks.
group, helping to found -the- town of
He
' The rest of the 10 are Canairje; japan,
Tr Minnow,Pre is errinsfvely entitled to
was paid $5,000 for the feat.
Nauvoo. Illinois. Houses were built and
republish
local
news
originated
The
by
Murray
India,
Taiwan,
Hong Kong, and VietIsidgef
& Times as well as all other AP news
His favorite part was the chain
the community began to relax and hope
nam, whose 6,000 refugee-students are
TEl„F.PHONE NUMBERS
because "it has taste."
that they had found peace. But in 1847,
-Business(Ilk,.
1916
.
•
753
included in the institute's count.
Classified Advertising
Later this year he plans to eat a
753-1916
events again repeated themselves,
"Twenty years ago countries like
Retail Display I Advertising
753.1919.
television set-- his third this year. Next
causing the pioneers to leave quickly,
Circulation
753-1916
Nigeria and Saudi Arabia were
News and Sports Dept
spring he wants to tackle a small
753 1914
abandoning their homes and property
plane.
nowhere to be seen when it came to
(Quebec Cnroakal-Telegram
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Powerful Colonels,
Ky.'s 7th itanked,
Rip Murray High

Deft FT Shooting
Enables Calloway
To Edge Wildcats
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By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
It's all in the way a team
approaches the game, says
one source. "We went out
looking for a way to win, not a
way to keep from losing."
Those words of wisdom
came from Calloway County
coach Clayton Hargrove, who
watched his Lakers win their
second game in as many days
with a 63-58 victory over
Farmington last night in
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Confidence seems to be
something a 5-12 team — as
are the Lakers — would be
short on. But no signs of a lack
of it surfaced last night.
Calloway sank 17-of-21 free
throws, including eight in a
row down the stretch, to
maintain a precarious advantage and drop the Wildcats
to 10-9 — their fifth straight
loss.
"I have to give Clayton
credit," said Farmington
-coach Lewis Sims."His club is
much better than when we
first played them (a 69-63
Laker loss Nov. 28). They
were ready to play."
Sims, though, listed another
reason as to why the Wildcats
are reeling now after a 10-4
start, the best in the school's
history.
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"We came into this season
with a lot of experience, and it
really helped us win the close
ones early," he said. "Now,
this late in the season,
everyone has experience. We
don't have that advantage any
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Senior Ricky Garland tied
the Wildcats' Alan Cochrum
for game scoring honors with
20 points, including 8-of-9 freethrow shooting.
He and guard Kenny
McCuiston see-sawed appearances at the free throw
line to push Calloway from a
slim 5342 edge to a sevenpoint bulge, 61-54 with 2:23
left.
Farmington even outscored
the Lakers by four points from
the field, but the nine-point
free-throw margin Calloway
held proved the difference.
David Cohoon added 12
points for the Lakers,followed
by Kenny McCuiston, Scott
Barrow and Kenny Erwin with
eight each. Stan Rushing
chipped in seven.
"Anytime you have- scoring
that balanced, you're going to
win most of your games," said
Hargrove.
Still, Hargrove felt last
night's performance wasn't as
strong overall as Friday's 8567 blasting of Sedalia. "What
was important tonight,
though," he said, "was that

By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI -- Ed Badger
had no illusions about taking

over the University of Cmcinnati Basketball team.
Denny Crum claims his

What's Up
Today
Calloway County boys(5-121 at Paducah,Tilghman.
Murray State women (9-10) vs Kentucky; 7 p.m.,
Lexington.
Sunday
Murray High Athletic Booster Club meeting; 2:30 p.m.,
ilifitifaYffigh School.
Monday
Murray State men (3-18), women vs Tennessee Tech;
Cookeville, Tenn.; women's game,5:15 p.m.
Murray High girls vs Marshall County, home.
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Rushing Tactics
Stan Rushing leaps in attempt to block a pass by Farmington's Don Brittian in the second half of last night's 6358 Calloway County triumph. Farmington lost its fifth
straight game, while the Lakers made it two victories in a
row.
Photos by Tony Wilson

sixthranked Louisville Cardinals are not invincible."
The two meet tonight at
Louisville for a rematch in
Metro Conference Play. The
Cardinals won the first one
here,82-77.
Badger, who took over after
the departure of Gale Catlett,
has reaped a harvest of
trouble. First he suspended
two players after an incident
at St. Louis, then came a twoyear National Collegiate
Association
Athletic
suspension for past recruiting
ns.
irroTafi5—
Louisville is 4-0 in conference play, 18-3 on the
season. Cincinnati is 2-4 in the
conference and 7-9 for the

season. This could be the
Bearcats' first losing season
in a quarter of a century.
"I was sure on the first day
of practice that we weren't
going to go undefeated. I felt
we had deficiencies in certain
areas," said the former coach
of the Chicago Bulls of the
Basketball
National
Association.
"We really need to have
some good recruiting. I don't
know how much the probation
or anything else is going to
affect us. Most people have
jrciFf thatiniTO
told
consequence. Of course, we're
not down to the nittty-gritty of
signing anyone," he said. But
he's sure he'll be a winner

eventually, Badger said.
"I've been a winner
everywhere else, why not
here? I've won 20 games or
more for 16 straight years. It's
going to be a little tough this
year, but we'll straighten
things out. John Wooden didn't
win a national championship
until he was 54."
"We're not invincible," said
not a
Crum. "We're
dominating team. We still
don't have that big 7-footer in
the middle."

Though Nance led all
scorers with 21 points, guards
Jeff Davie and Ricky Owen
did some damage of their own,
combining for 25 points.
"We planned to go man-toman defensively," said
Dunbar, "but when Murray
came out in a deliberate style
of play, I tried to up the tempo
by going to a half-court trap."
It apparently did the job.
The Tigers committed 25
turnovers, to the Colonels' 21,
and hit only 13-of-38 field-goal
tries for 34 percent. Christian
County sank 30 of 73 for 41
percent.
Jeff Kursave paced Murray
High with 14 points, and Mike
Bradshaw added nine.
Christian County's only
losses this season have come
at the hands of Bryan Station,
Union County and Louisville
Ballard. The latter handed the
Colonels their latest defeat, a
70-65 decision in the Louisville
11111111tAY (48)
ig ft-e 0 19
64 3 14
Jeff Kurt.,....1
34 5 9
Mite Ilestishwa . 3
4-5 0 6
1
Nick Swift
1
44 1 6
Bred Taylor.
04 3
El *crawl. . 3

Gr., Lotto

34 i

2-2 —5
Newer/ goose. .1
0-1
W. Crinwithon .0
13 2249 18
Totals

4

Invitational Tournament.
In particular, Dunbar was
pleased with his squad's
defense in the second half,
when it limited the Tigers to
foun field goals. Murray
managed to sink only 4-of-19
attempts over the final two
quarters.
Free throws, though, certainly weren't an area in
which the Tigers wete
lacking. They sank 22 of 72 rot'
the game, and all but two of
those attempts came in the
second half.
The Colonels' biggest lead
came at 65-35 with 4:10 left to
play.
In the junior-varsity con7
test, Christian County topped
the Tigers 52-36.
The Tigers travel to Marshall County, a team that has
beaten Murray twice this
season, Tuesday before facing
County
Fulton
rugged
Thursday.
CMIUSTIAN CO(51)
1. 114

Chories Nonce 10
kW Davie . .
Nip Ourim. . .. S
Om,Wert .2
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lilt heft. . . 0
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Strength Show
Hinkle's Birdie On No. 17
Aids Two-Shot Crosby Lead
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. —
A little matter of club selection was indicative of: (1) the
power of Lon Hinkle, and (2)
the strength of the cold winds
that howled over the Monterey
Peninsula.
Hinkle wasp standing on the
tee on the par-3 17th hole at the
Pebble Beach Golf Links
debating which club to use to
negotiate the 209 yards to the
pin, set in a green jutting into
Carmel Bay.
It was on that hole that Jack
Nicklaus hit one of the great 1iron shots in golf history in his
victory in the 1972 U.S. Open.
But Hinkle, probably the

biggest hitter in golf, had the play. Thompson and Curtis
wind behind him. He hit an 8- Strange shared second at 140
halfway through this event
iron.
"Impossible," snorted one that has the pros playing ors
round on each of three coursed
long-time observer.
"I can believe it," said before returning to Pebble
Leonard Thompson. "There Beach for the final 18 on
aren't four men ever lived can Sunday.
Thompson had a 69 and
hit it bigger than Lonnie."
The shot landed 15 feet from Strange a 70 at Cypress Point,
the cup. Hinkle rolled it in for possibly the easiest of the
birdie, chipped in for another three courses.
John Schroeder and rookie
birdie on No. 18 and, with a 4under-par 68, took a 2-shot Brad Bryant were at 141.
lead in Friday's second round Schroeder had a 71 at Cypress,
of the 9300,000 Bing Crosby Bryant 70 at Spyglass Hill.
The group at 142 included Gil
National Pro-Am.
He had a 138 total, six under
See HINKLE,page 6
par, with Cypress Point yet to

A COST ACCOUNTANT

Tuesday
Calloway County boys vs Lone Oak; Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Murray High boys (9-6) at Marshall County.
Fellowship Of Christian Athletes Meeting; 7 p.m.,
Racer Room of Roy Stewart Stadium.

POWER DRIVE

WHEELCHAIRS
4Jennings

*Hospital Beds
*Walkers
*Commodes
*Crutches
*Canes
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Laker JVa 55, Farmington 32
Gary Emerson tossed in 13
points to lift Calloway to its 10
victory in 13 games.
Jimmy Bynum and Marty
McCuiston added 12 and eight
points, respectively, for the
winners.
The Lakers travel to
Paducah Tilghman tonight,
but the status of the game at
press time today. was uncertain because of icy road
conditions.

Badger, Cincy Face No. 7 U OF L Today
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. —
Lyle Dunbar was pleased with
his team's defense last night,
but one word might suffice for
a description — devastating.
Dunbar, the Christian
County coach, watched his
Colonels, ranked seventh
state-wide in the Associated
Press' latest poll, roar past
Murray High 71-48.
The victory provided
Christian County with its fifth
straight triumph and upped its
record to 14-3. Murray High,
meanwhile, suffered a third
straight defeat and fell to 9-6.
Christian County won the
second region title, advanced
to the semifinals of the state
tournament and won 23 of 26
games last season. Every
starter from that squad
returned.
Murray, the
Against
Colonels limited 6-5 center and
leading scorer Howard Boone
to just four points, and he
fouled out with a quarter and a
half still to play. But he was up
against, to say the least, some
good company.
The hosts' front line consisted of 6-6 Charles Nance,6-5
Kelly Young and 6-4 Kenny
Hart. That towering trio help
Christian County outrebound
the Tigers by a whopping 46-20
margin.

we did whatever it took to win
— diving for loose balls, hitting free throws and getting
the key rebounds."
Farmington led by as many
seven points — 25-18 — in the
first half, but Cohoon and
McCuiston scored four points
each" over the next three
minutes to pull the Lakers
within 31-28 at the half.
The Wildcats were outscored 21-11 in the third
period, enabling Calloway to
build a 50-42 advantage.
Though Farmington never led
in the second half, it pulled
within a point on three occasions.

Camay Canty 63,Ilennetgloa 58
fg foe ft Ito rob p5 ty
6 10 a 9 6 1 20
Ricky Garland
$ 13 2 2 2 2 12
David Cahoon
1 6 6 6 2 1
Amoy McCall.=
1
.4 9 0 2 4 1
Scott knew
4 6 0 0 3 3 I
Kenny Irtihr
2 1 2 7
3 6 1
Sten Ruling
23 50 17 21 IS 10 63
Totals
25 48 8 11 28 11 SS
Pennington
Pennington • Alan Cedintin 9 2.2 20; Joseph Weggoner S 4-7 14; Doe Britten' 4
00$; Mike Kaman 3 0-0 6; Airtliony Jackson 2 2-2 6; Durres West 1 0-02; 5..1 0-0 2.
dy
13 18 11 16 • SS
Penningtoo
12 16 21 14.63
Calloway

by Evillest
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*Blood Pressure
Kits
*Adult Diapers
*Hollister
Ostomy Supplies
*Braces
*Trusses
*Supports
*Sick Room
Supplies

BATHROOM
SAFETY AIDS
It can cut your electric

heat bills in half, year after
year. For every unit of elecTub and Shower Benches
Wall and Tub Grab Bars

STONE-LANG CO
MEDICAL SUPPLIES

2.1 8. 4flo St., Murray, 7113-11066

Kenny Irwin (right) was evidently afraid to look, but For
mington's Joe Waggoner watches for an official's call last
night. Farmington got the hall, but Calloway County earned
its second straight victory.

tricity used, the electric heat
pump can give you two Units
of heat. Bank on it.

West.Ky. Rural Eledric
ive .Corporation
trzl CooperatMurray-Mayfie
ld
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Lanier Addition

Modest Skater
FratianneTakes
Third U.S. Title
By the Associated Press
CINCINNATI 4AP) — Linda Fratianne skatesilike a
champion, no doubt about it. But coach Frank Carroll's
problem now is to make her really feel and act like a
champion.
She doesn't thinl, she's anybody special," Carroll said
after Fratianne won her third straight U.S. women's title
Friday night."She doesn't feel like Miss America."
That may be why the petite 18-year-old from Northridge, Calif., came out of the weeklong U.S. Figure
Skating Championships at Riverfront Coliseum more of a
udge's champion than a people's champion.
_
-4111,10j She got polite, even enthusiastic applause for her obvious technical precision. But the crowd didn't seem to
warm to her personally.
Carroll realizes that will be a problem for Fratianne in
the upcoming World Championships next month in Vienna
and eventually at the 1980 Olympics.So he's gently urging
his protegee to become more conscious of her public
image.
"We've worked on relating to the audience, such as
looking up more," Carroll said. "She sold the program
better tonight. It was one of the best performances she's
given in a while."
Still, despite excellent marks from the judges and
several bouquets tossed onto the ice by admirers,
Fratianne was not accorded the standing ovation given to
a champion who captivates an audience.
Fratianne's shyness — some call her aloofness — and
her petite size 45-foot-1 and 98 pounds) may be her worst
enemies,Carroll said.
"The program is trickier than last year, a little bit
sexier," he said. It's the same program Fratianne will
skate in the World Championships.
For the finals Friday night, she skated in a low-cut red
costume dotted with spangles and trimmed with pink
feathers.
"I sort of get the idea for all her costumes, then I have a
friend in Hollywood put them together," Carroll said.
"For Linda, dresses are a sort of,gimmick. She gets ex--cited about them."
Fratianne swept the top ranking from all seven judges,
picking up seven ordinals and 148.98 points. Teammate
Lisa-Marie Allen of Los Angeles, silver medalist a year
ago, was runner-up again with 15 ordinals and 144.04
points. Sixteen-yearold Carrie Pugh of Santa Monica,
Calif., held onto third place after a strong challenge .by
Sandy Lenz of Rockford, Ill. Pugh finished with 25 ordinals and 138.86 points.
Two-time U.S. champion and defending world champion
Charles Tickner of Littleton, Colo., held a decisive lead
going into the senior men's finals today. That and the Gold
Dance finals highlight the concluding events.

Should Help Easi
In All-Star Match

Coaches Clayton Hargrove (for right) and Jim Nix watch play, as do the rest of the Calloway County
,58 victory over Farmington.

NC 'Breather' Becomes Upset

Furman Shocks Tar Heels
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Well, so much for the
'breather'
on
North
Carolina's schedule.
"I know no one last year or
this year beat us like that,"
said North Carolina Coach
Dean Smith after a shocking
83-70 loss to Furman Friday
,night. "We've been in every
game for the last two years
with two or three minutes left.
But. that wasn't, the case
tonight."
The fourth-ranked Tar
Heels were big favorites to
beat the supposedly weaker

North Carolina State won
the second game, beating
Virginia Tech 97-88,
Marquette, No. 12, was the
only other ranked team in
action Friday night, stopping
But the Paladins beat the St. Louis University 71-51.
Tar Heels with what* Coach
Forward Al Daniel scored 29
Eddie Holbrook called "the points to lead the Furman
best offensive execution we've offense. The Paladins took a
had all year."
three-point halftime lead,
"It's a long way from outscored North Carolina by a
Boiling Springs (North 2-to-1 margin in the first 16
Carolina, where Holbrook minutes of the second half arid
teeehed GarehierWebb) to the coasted to victory.
"That was just a marvelous
North-South," added the
ecstatic Furman coach. "This effort by Furman," noted
has to be the highlight of my Smith, whose Tar Heels play
Virginia Tech tonight as the
coaching career."

Southern Conference team in
the opener of the annual
North-South
basketball
doubleheader at Charlotte,
N.C.

Wrestler Bingham
In Fighting Mood Semifinalists Point To Putting
As Key To Triple Crown Play

By the Associated Press
BELLEVUE, Wash. ( AP) — Bellevue High School's
bestknown wrestler is in a fighting mood because grapplers from other schools won't go to the mat with her.
Sophomore Rhonda Bingham is undefeated in three
trips to the mat because her male opponents forfeited
rather than face her in what they acknowledge is a ticklish
situation.
"I like to wrestle. I have a right to wrestle," says the 5foot-2 Bingham, who enters in the 115-pound weight class.
The latest forfeiture was by sophomore Lynn Martin of
Interlake High School, who was so uncomfortable at the
. prospect of grappling with a girl that he bowed out
. Thursday night.
asked Martin if he was willing to wrestle with her and
he told me he would be willing to wrestle if the team
needed. him but he really didn't want to," said Coach
Thurmond Lander. "I decided I couldn't put him under
that kind of pressure."
made her solo trip to the mat to have the
When Bingham
.
t
official raise her arm in victory, the Interlake team applauded her and fans cheered.

Walter W.Jones
is proud to announce the
relocation of his office
to the

Medical Arts Building
300 So. 8th St.
1st Floor - Suite 104
Board Certified Ophthalmologist
"Fellow American Academy of Ophthalmology"

753-0374
By Appointment

create the necessary balance
By ALEX SACHARE
on the East team."
Writer
Sports
AP
It will be the seventh AllPONTIAC, Mich. — The
last-minute selection of Bob Star appearance for Lanier,
Lanier has added a hometown who was the most valuable
hero — and some much- player of the 1974 game,
needed muscle — to the East scoring 24 points.
A.croyvd of more than 30,000,
squad for Sunday's 29th annual National Basketball the most ever to watch an
NBA All-Star Game, is exAssociation All-Star Game.
pected even though the game
6-foot-11
burly
the
Lanier,
center of the Detroit Pistons, will be nationally televised
was added to the East roster (CBS, 1:45 p.m. EST) and the
Friday by NBA Commissioner local blackout has been lifted.
The East, which leads the
Larry O'Brien when Doug
Collins' inflamed' left foot series 18-10, won last year's
forced the Philadelphia 76ers' game at Atlanta 133-125.
Dick Motta of Washington
guard to withdraw from the
will coach the East team,
game.
"I'm elated," said Lanier, which will start Malone at
when told he'd been added to center, Julius Erving of
the All-Star Game."I'm sorry Philadelphia and Rudy
Dougie can't make it, but I'm Tomjanovich of Houston at
proud that I was next in line forward and George Gervin of
when an opening came up. It's San Antonio and Pete
about time some sunshine Maravich of New Orleans at
bench, during last night's 63guard.
came into my life."
The West will be coached by
Lanier will back up Moses
Malone of Houston, the East's Lenny Wilkens of Seattle and
starting center, against West will open with Abdul-Jabbar
pivotmen Kareem Abdul- at center, Marques Johnson of
Jabber of Los Angeles and Milwaukee and George
Artis Gilmore of Chicago. McGinnis of Denver at forThere had been considerable ward and David Thompson of
criticism when no member of Denver and Paul Westphal of
the host Pistons was originally Phoenix at guard.
chosen for the game, but - The East reserves will be
two Carolina teams switch O'Brien insisted that is not Lanier, Elvin Hayes and
opponents.
of
Dandridge
-.Bobby
why he chose Lanier.
Hawkeye Whitney scored 27
"I would have picked Bob no Washington, Calvin Murphy of
points and Clyde Austin had 17 matter where he played," said Houston, Campy Russell of
as North Carolina State rallied O'Brien. "I've become an Cleveland and Larry Kenon of
from a 10-point deficit to beat ----instant expert, like everyone San Antonio.
Virginia Tech.
On the West bench will be
else, and I detected a soft spot
"Our defense was ex- on the East squad. There Gilmore, Dennis Johnson and
cellent," said Wolfpack Coach should have been a second Jack Sikma of Seattle, Walter
Norman Sloan. -VPI is a very center. I feel that from a Davis of Phoenix, Maurice
fine team with a lot of competitive standpoint, the Lucas of Portland and Otis
veterans. Austin had a fine addition of Lanier will help Birdsong of Kansas City.
game for Us. He's beet
struggling some but he broke
through tonight.at both ends of
the floor."
Bernard Toone's 20 points
led Marquette over St. Louis.
"It's one of the few games
this season where we've
played well over 40 minutes,"
said Marquette Coach Hank
Raymonds.
Elsewhere, Yale beat
Princeton 53-47 as Tim
By the Associated Press
John Johnson's layup with
Daalman and Dick Shea
Lloyd Free of the San Diego 10 seconds remaining carried
scored 12 points each; Paul
Mokeski's 23 points paced Clippers, who grumbled Seattle past Milwaukee,
Kansas over Oklahoma State openly after being overlooked overshadowing a 31-point
82-71; Tony Price and Matt for duty in the National performance by the Bucks'
White each scored 17 as Penn Basketball Association All- Marques Johnson. Jack Sikma
beat Brown 72-60; Harvard Star game, backed up his had 22 points for the
whipped Cornell 70-64 behind remarks with action against SuperSonics.
Celtics 112, Cavaliers 98
Mark Harris' 19 points; Alton the Denver Nuggets.
Free, the snub ever on his
Cedric Maxwell collected 27
Byrd's 15 points led Columbia
past Dartmouth 45-40; Joe mind, scored a career-high 49 points and Chris Ford added
Nehts scored 27 as Arizona points Friday night in 23 as Boston bested Cleveland
defeated California 83-75 and .carrying the Clippers to a 124- for its third consecutive
Wolfe Perry's 22 points led 100 rout — ruining the victory.
Pacers 87, Warriors 84
Stanford past Arizona State coaching debut of Donnie
Walsh.
Indiana got 24 points from
75-61.
In the other NBA games on Alex English to beat Golden
the final night of competition State and extend its winning
before the All-Star contest, the streak to five — the team's
Seattle SuperSonics nipped longest since a six-game
the Milwaukee Bucks 104-102, streak during the 1976-77
the Boston Celtics beat the season. Phil Smith led the
College Basketball Cleveland Cavaliers 112-98, Warriors with 24 points.
the Indiana Pacers trimmed
Knicks 105, Philadelphia 101
EAST
Columbia 45. Dartmouth 40
the Golden State Warriors 87Marvin Webster canned a
Harvard 70, Cornell 64
84, the New York Knicks pair of free throws with 36
Penn 72, Brown 80
edged the Philadelphia 76ers seconds remaining to cap a
Yale 53, Princeton 47
SOUTH
105-101 and the Chicago Bulls New York rally and lift the
Ala -Birmingham IS, Hawaii 75
topped the New Orleans Jazz Knicks over the 76ers.
Furman 83, North Carolina 70
N Carolina A&T 70, Howard 68
116-110.
North Carolina St, 97, Va Tech 5
Meanwhile, the Washington
Suns 133,Spurs 108
MIDWEST
Bullets dropped the Houston
Kansas E. Oklahoma St 71
Phoenix had seven players
Mirquette 71, St Lotos 51
Rockets 120-106, the Kansas in double figures, including
FAR WEST
City Kings pasted the Detroit Alvan Adams' team-high 22
Arizona 83, California 75
Colorado St 45 Wyoming 12
Pistons 150-114, the Phoenix points, in besting San Antonio.
Games 70, Montana St 64
Suns drubbed the San Antonio
Trail Blazers 117, Nets 100
Idaho 62, Montana 56
Pepperdine 85. Nev -Reno 74
Spurs 133-108 and the Portland
Tom Owens and Lionel
Al
Arigeles
St Mary's M. Loyola-Los
Trail Blazers bombed the New Hollins had 18 points apiece as
San Frendsco St. 61. Chico St 54
Jersey Nets 117-100.
Portland pounded New JerStanford 75. Arizona St 61
Utah 76, San Diego St 74
SuperSonics 104, Bucks 102
sey.

By the Associated Press
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
— "I'm going to have to putt
better if I'm going to win my
next match," said Silvia
Bertolaccini.
"I've got to get my putter
going if I'm going to stay in
this thing," said JoAnna
C,arner.
One of those two golfers —
putting well or not — was
going to be very disappointed
following today's semifinal
round of the $100,000 Triple
Crown match play tournament since they were pitted
against each other.
Carner, the defending
champion and favorite in the
Ladies Professional Golf
Association only match play
tournament, scored a 3-and-2
victory over Sandra Post in
Friday's second round while
long-shot Bertolaccini downed
Amy Alcott 2-and-1.
The other two players
making the semifinal round at
Mission Hills Country Club
were Pat Bradley, a 3-and-2
winner over Mary Mills, and
Donna Young, who defeated
Dot Germain by the same
score.
Bertolaccini, a 29-year-old

Hinkle
Leads
Continued From page 5
Morgan, Tommy Valentine
and Pat McGowan. McGowan
had the best round of the cold,
windy day, 67, and Morgan
shot 73, both at Cypress.
Valentine shot 71 at Pebble
Beach.
The three men who shared
the first-round lead at 68, Jay
Haas, Graham Marsh and
Mike McCullough, drifted
back. Marsh, troubled by a
pulled muscle in the right leg,
shot
77
at Spyglass.
McCullough sbot 75 on the
same course. Haas took a 77 at
Cypress Point.
Tom Watson, winner of the
Crosby the past two years.
struggled to a 76-148 at
Spyglass. John- Mahaffey,
winner of the Bob Hope
Classic, went over par for the
first time this season wfth 75145 at Spyglass. Ben Crenshaw
was 75-146 at Spyglass. Lee
Trevino shot 78-153 at Cypress.

native of Argentina, has been
the surprise of the tournament
so far as she opened by
knocking Nancy Lopez out of
the championship bracket.
"It was a funny round,"
Bertolaccini said after the
victory' over Alcott. "We both
hit the ball well but putted
very badly. She putted worse,
that's why I won."
Carrier, 39, said she was

hitting the ball very well but
"couldn't buy a putt."
Bradley, a 37-year-old who's
starting her sixth year on the
LPGA trail, said she's worried
about trying too hard.
"I've been telling myself
that I've gotta play hard," she
said, -but it's not working.
Now I'm not going to say
anything to myself. I can feel
myself pressing."

Snubbed Lloyd Free
Pumps In 49 Points
To Down Nuggets

Sports At AG1ance
Prep Basketball
Fridays Boys Games
Cestral Ky Cad Tra
Send/Male
Leo Henry Clay 72 Somerset 61
Richmond Mad 71 Mercer Co 60
Erlanger Lloyd lion Tr.
Semifisels
Ft Tho Highlands 42 Erlanger 1100 33
Harrison Co 89 Coy Holmes 65
Regular Season
Apollo 13 Greenville 68
Auburn 67 Russellville 64
Bardstown 81 Hart Co 93
Bards Bethlehem 78 Portland Chris 28
Barren Co 94 Chendlers 41
Bath Co 85 Fleming CO 67
Bell C.o 64 Lone Jack 61
Bellevue 49 Boone Co 45
Betsy Layne 89 McDowell 58
Bowling Green 72 Warren East 63
%IBM Central 61 Eminence 57
CALLOWAY CO 13 Farsilagte• S8
Campbell CO 86 Beechwod 50
Carroll Co 70 Oldham Co 64
Caverns 75 Allen Co 67
Christie' Cs 71, MURRAY HIGH 411
Conner 68 Dixie HeigMs 56
Coy Catholic 56 Coy Holy Cross 53
Dsviess Co 74 McClean Co 74
Fairview 116 Raceland 51
Franklin Co 116 Lex Catholic 56
Franklin-Simpson 94 Edmoraou Un 67
Ft Knox 75 Washington Co 84
Fulton City 83 Sedalia 57
Glasgow 53 Adair Co 53
Grant Co 86 Scott Hbei 56
Green Co 93 Tompkinsville 67
Harlan 67 Corbin 61 floti
Henry Co 67 Willianutown 59
Hopkingrville 70 Trigg Co Si
Knott Co Cant 78 Prestonsburg 4$
LaRue Co 65 Ebsabethtown 56
lewis Co IS Monte X
Lex Lafayette ee Madison Cent 64
Lou Ahrens 69 Lou Seneca 48
tilti Ballard 71 Jeffersonville Ind 65
Lou Bishop David 51 Lou Western 47
Lau Central 77 Lou Stuart 76
Lou Doss 89 Lou Soutiv•rn 49
too Eastern 62 Jeffersontown 51
Lou Evangel X Spencer Co 57
Lou Fairriale 75 1.0U Waggenes 65
Lou Iroquois 49 Lod eSales 47
1"1 Male 61 St Xavier 51
LOU Manual AO 1/RI Fern Creek 61
Lou Ninth & 71 W Anderson 61
lou 'rho Jefferson 72 Pleasure Ridge is
Too Trinity 63 Lou Westport el ot
LOU Valley 86 1.0111 Butler 82
Lewis Co $9 Augusta 36
Lewisburg 78 Butler Co 74
Les %yr, 54 Ky Country Day 36
Ludlow 61 Alex lirc,saart
Lyme Camp 52 Jackson Co 49
Lyre, Co 77 Caldwell Co So
Magoffin Co 70 Elkhorn City 68
Marion Co 65 Nelson Co 59
Marahall Co 47 Carlisle Co 52
Illgetaid * Ballard Mom W
Maysville St PM 73 Owen Co X
Met, elf, rn 101 Potter Chris 51
Miridtesboro 64 fawned 63
Millard 44 Veda ram* 66
Morgan Co 71 Paintaville 71

McCreary Co 67 Whitley Co 62
Nicholas Co 87 Bourbon Co 59
Ohio Co 99 Hancock CO 90
Olinatesd 80 Fordsville 63
Oneida 71 Dorsky Co 49
Owensboro 78 Grayson Co 63
Paducah Tilghman 56 Heath 42
Phelps 73 Matewan W Va 65
Portsmouth Ohio 56 Ashland 40
Powell Co 51 Hazel Green 441
Pulaski Co 83 Casey Co 59
Rowan Co 65 lox Tates Creek 55
Russell Co 67 Campbellsville 64
Scott Co 73 Mullins 53
Sheldon Clark 56 Lawrence Co 53
Silver Grove N Coy Latin 47
&mon Kenton 71 Dayton 71
Weteter Co 62 Crittenden Co57
West Hardin 82 North Hardin 81
Wheelwright 111 Williamsburg 78
Whites Trinity 71 Breckinridge Co 62
Fulton CA) 43 Lone Oak 42*
Paducah St Mary 50 Hickman Co 47
Lowes 65 Fancy Farm 49
Reidland 64 Symeonia 56
Livingston Cent 76 W Hopkins 69
Fridays Girls Games
Adair Co 34 Glasgow 33
Angela Mend 58 Lou Fairdale 56 ot
Betsy Jayne 77 McDowell 57
Brest/UM Co 59 Powell Co 57
Cawood 65 Whitley Co 49
Corbin 52 Harlan 46
Dawson Springs 44 U Heights 40
Fast Hardin 57 North Hardin 43
Fulton City 43 Sedalia 41
Henry CO 40 Williamstown 39
Lou Atherton 52 lAti Durrett 48
Lou Evangel X Spencer Co 30
lou Holy Rosary 46 Lou Iroquois 44
Lou Jeffersontown 64 Eastern 46
LOU Manual 57 lou Fern Creek 50
lou Moore 68 I.OU Male 43
I on Presentation 53 Westport 47
Lou Sacred Heart 76 Lou Ballard 53
Lou Seneca 61 lou Ahrens 33
Lou Shawnee 64 Ina Collegiate 36
too Southern 44 lou Doss 40
1.011 Stuart SO Lou Central 46
Lou rho, Jefferson 47 Pleasure Ridge 43

Transactions
SASEHAU,
CINCINNATI REDS Signed Frldie
Milner, outfielder, Paul Householder.
outfielder. Frank Pastore. pitcher, and
Rafael Santo Domingo, infielder
P'OO'TBAU.
Natlawal 50•16•11Lespe
•
WASHINGTON REDSKINS Signed
right Carey, defensive end. Joe Motley.
tarbt mod. Tine Patama, liikatocketr, sad
Glenn Starks. Mae receiver
COLLEGE
t`01/1Y npii.ftir. Named Themes
Kopp head fbotball coach
INDIANA STATE—Named WM Hodges
permanent head basketball coach
ST MICHAEL'S—Walter Raumann,
head basketball coach.sagimini effective
et the end rif the season
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NBA Standings
Faster§ Ceefereace
Adman Diviaise
W
L
Pet GB
.706
36 15
Washington
604
5'1
29 19
Philadelphia
1239
479 114
Jersey
New
444 13`i
24 30
New York
380 16,-;
19 31
Boston
Central Division
585
31 f2
San Antonio
540
2'7
Houston
3
28 25
579
Atlanta
20 31
392 If
Cleveland
19 31
365
Detost
17 36
321 14
New Orleans
Wester. Conferrer?
Midwest Oneidas
60$
Kansas City
31 20
519
21 26
Denver
21 30
112 10
Indiana
407 10L,
22 32
Milwaukee
365 17',
Chwago
19 33
Pacific Division
680
34 16
Seattle
1
615
32 20
los Angeles
3
615
32 20
Phoenix
9
500
San Diego
27 27
,
490
24 5
Portland
463 11
X- 29
'Golden State
Friday's Games
Boston 112 Cleveland 98
Indiana al. Golden State 84
New York 105, Philadelphia 101
Chicago 114, New Orleans 110
Washingtrin IS. Houston 1416
Kansan City 130. Detroit 111,
.Plawnis 1:13. San Agtota ICII
Saw Diego 124. tawnier 100
Seattle 104, Milwaukee 192
Portland 117. New Jersey 100
lijaggley's Gaon
No games setwiderd
tilisday'S Gagne
NRA All-Star Gann at Pontiac, Mich
640adesra Osmea
No games scheduled

"If you don't
know tax
laws..,you
need H&R Block!"
Henry W. Block

We are income tax specialists. Our preparers
are carefully trained. Well prepare the form
that is best for you because we want to .
make sure you pay the smallest legitimate
tax. Another reason why you should let
H&R Block do your taxes...whichever form
you use, short or long.

H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia Street 753-9204
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri. 9,5 Sat.
No Appointment Necessary(Appts. Available
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Lakeland Outdoors
In the illbt Lakeland
Outdoors' column we
talked about fish attractors
and how state and federal
agencies plan on using
them to improve area
fishing. Starting this
spring, anglers on Kentucky Lake should be able to
find bnishpiles anchored
along submerged creek
channels which are marked
for public use.
But the story of artificial
fish attractors goes way
back past the Barkley fish
study or these latest
agency efforts. Private
fishermen were the pioneers in building and
testing attractors, and it
was their efforts which got
the ball rolling with the
-governmental groups.
It's still the wise angler
who takes the time and
expends the effort to
establish his own series of
fish attractors. It's the best
way I know to up the odds
on taking home a basket nf
crappie or bass. built the
right way in the right spot,
fish attractors are the next
best thing to a guarantee
that you'll be successful in
your angling efforts.
But you can't take a
haphazard approach. You
build different attractors
for different types of fish,
and you put them in
different locations for the
various seasons. Let's take
a look at the how's and how
not's of building your own
fish hot spots.
Early reeearch
God Petit is a research
biologist with the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency, and he's probably
the first man to seriously
study fish attractors. In
1967 Petit visited a dock
owner on the Tennessee
portion of Kentucky Lake
who had constructed the
eavi voir'3 first stake
beds. The dock owner had
driven tight clusters of
oak stakes into the
shallow bay around his
resort, and his customers
skulled from bed to bed
catching crappie on long
cane poles.
The idea of congregating fish among the states
piqued Petit's interest.
He started experimenting
with their construction
and placement, and he
presented a paper in 1969
on the subject to Ian
interested group of If:Aeries biologists.
What did Petit discover? First off, and a fact
that was obvious, the
stakes provided new cover
in a lake which was losing
its natural cover to age.
Gamefish are naturally
drawn to cover for both
food and protection, and
the stake beds served
both purposes.
Petit learned that freshly cut stakes are by far
superior to those with
some 'age. Green stakes
still hold sap, hence
sugar, and this is the
beginning of a food chain
which ends up attracting
gamefish. (The sugar
microscopic
develops
plankton. Plankton is a
favorite food for minnows;
thus baitfish are drawn to
the stakes. Gamefish
follow the bait and take up
residence among the
444433111111111111111111131

stakes.)
Experimentation proved that beds in deeper
water (8-12 ft.) produced
more fish, and the
average size of those fish
is bigger. Petit says that
doesn't mean that beds in
shallow areas won't produce, but they generally
slow up after spring when
most fish head back to
deeper sanctuary.
Petit described
his
favorite stake bed as
being one driven into a
steep slope adjacent to an
underwater creek channel. The stakes should
extend five feet above the
bottom, and they should
have five feet of water
over their tops. Beds with
stakes of differing heights
work best, and those set
away from natural cover
attract the largest fish
concentrations.
How to make stake beds
Petit says there are
three ways to set stake
beds. One is for two men
to manually drive stakes
with a hammer when hae
lake is at low (winter) pool.
He says beds driven into a
tteep slope will pay off
when the lake returns to
spring pool, placing five
feet of water or more over
the bed. At least 100
stakes should be used in a
bed, driven about two
inches apart, and the
more stakes used, the
better.
The second method
involved building a tool
(a long iron rod welded
onto a one-foot length of
three-inch pipe). Stakes
can be inserted butt end
first into theyipe and then
pounded into the bottom
well below the surface.
This method is tiring and
takes a lot of effort and
time„but it's the best way
to set beds in -deep water.
The third method is that
of building a portable
stake bed on the bank and
weighting them
then
lowering
and
down
them to the desired
location. Green 2x4 oak
and coated nails are used
to build the bottom frame
(ribs on six inch centers),
and upright stakes are
nailed to this frame.
Concrete blocks on the
corners are good weights,
and two boats with men
holding ropes can lower
the attractor as a coffin is
lowered into a grave.
Stakes driven into the
bottom last longer. Petit
said that stakes out of
strong current or areas of
heavy boat traffic will
have a 60 percent survival
rate over five year span.
Petit said the stake
submerged
beds and
brush were about equal in
fish attracting ability, but
stake beds last longer.
Also, stake beds aren't as
hangy as brush. Petit
recommended that, brush
or stakes, enough beds
should be located in
different spots so as to
allow some . fishing regardless of wind direction.
Do bass frequent stake
beds? Yes, Petit says,
especially if there is a row
of stakes left out of the
bed's middle. Primarily,
however, stakes beds are
synonymous with crappie.
131131

Thornton
Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

753-7404
We Appreciate Your Business3NOMMINNINNISNIMMINOMMINNb.

Other attractors seem to
work better for bass.
Bass attractors
Father and son team
Bill and George Onnybecker are old-timers in
the Kentucky Lake resort
business, (Bee Springs
Lodge) and they're also
old-timers in the art of
constructing artificial fish
habitat. Both men and
many of their customers
are bass fishing addicts,
directed
they've
and
fish
of their
much
attractor effort toward
bass.
According to George
Onnybecker, most of their
bass attractors are built at
the water's edge when the
lake is at winter pool.
When the lake rises in
spring, the attractors are
covered, and the bass
move to them when they
roam the shoreline. Attractors work best when
barely covered by water.
Onnybecker says attractors on points next to deep
water are best in early
spring, and attractors
back in the bays pay off
later in the season. As
with crappie beds, artificial cover on a bare bank,
one which doesn't have
other cover, is the best
attractor.
Onnybecker's favorite
bass design is a triangular
posts,
affair of oak
sawmill slabs and brush.
Small white oak stakes
(4-6 ft. long) are pounded
into the mud, and slabs
nailed with coated nails
connect the stakes, A few
cedar limbs are added,
but caution should be
used not to add too much
brush. Also, Onnybecker
says pine doesn't wade'
well. He feels the wood
has too much acid which
repels bass.
In constructing such an
attractor, leave one side
relatively free of brush.
Thatsthe side to fish, since
it will be easier to pull a

hanker bass from the
cover.
Another, simpler attractor which works well is
made by driving two oak
posts a couple of foot
apart and connecting
them with a slab across
the top. This setup
provides the
primary
element a bass seems to
seek: something to get
under.
Onnybecker is careful
to observe which attractors pay off best, and he
locates future attractors in
similar locations (depth,
type bank, type bottom,
etc.).
He's tried tires and
straw as' attractors, but
neither pays off.
How fast will bass get
on the attractors? Onnybecker says fish will use
new cover immediately.
He also says crappie will
use his bass attractors,
especially during the
spawning run.
Now it's your turn

The rest is up to you,
fisherman/reader.
the
There's no question that
you can improve your
fishing by building attractors In the process, you'll
also be helping other
fishermen and the lake's
gamefish populations. Biologist Petit says more
attractors would mean
more fish caught, which
would stimulate reproduction and turnover. The
would
lake's
vitality
increase.
There's still plenty of
time to build attractors
before the water starts up.
And by the way, to be
official, you might want to
check with TVA for a
permit to deposit your
attractors in the water. I
doubt that many fishermen obtain such permits
and I haven't heard of
problems from those who
build attractors without
one. But rules are rules.
Write Jim Wealherly,
TVA, Paris, Tenn. 38242.

SeAMML

Today we note a few things
that have come to mind
recently, both from talking to
other four wheelers and observing them ourselves. This
matter of ice, for instance. A
four wheel drive will normally
start up and proceed on it
most of the time, though it
stops no quicker than anything
else. The thing we want to
point out is this matter of
patchy ice we seem to be
having lately - you know, the
type where the road's clear for
a ways and then it isn't.
Be very careful of letting a

Kentticlet Afield

Asking tine

FRANKFORT — Possibly
20 to 30 people die in Kentucky
Club.
waters each year from the
The layout of prizes and sudden lowering of body heat
awards may be as follows:
to sub-normal levels of
Grand Champion - 1. plaque li.yDpthermia, according to the
- trophy, 2. $25.00 gift cer----state transportation departtificate, 3. $25.00 gift cer- ment's Division of Water
tificate --4 Free camping for Enforcement.
immediate family members in
Division director Doug'
one of LBL campgrounds for a Shoulders said that of the 40
persons who drowned during
week.
Reserve Grand Champion- the winter months and
-4. Plaque - trophy, 2. $15.00 relatively mild spring and fall
gift certificate, —3. free months last year (January
camping for immediate through April and October
family members in one of I.BL through December(, at least
Campgrounds for three half of them probably fell
nights.
victim to hypothermia.
—Parent with the most Drowning due to the shutting
children fishing will be down of the body's systems
awarded a prize.
because of the extreme cold
Age groups awards to:
occurs more frequently than
6 years of age - 1st, 2nd, 3rd records indicate, he said.
7 years of age - 1st, 2nd, 3rd
Records kept by his office
8 years of age - 1st, 2nd, 3rd always show the cause of
9 years of age - 1st, 2nd, 3rd death as drowning, as indeed
10 years of age - 1st, 2nd, 3rd an autopsy may prove. "But
11 years of age - 1st, 2nd, 3rd the real cause of death is the
12 years of age - 1st, 2nd. sudden helplessness that
3rd.
overtakes a freezing person
There will be news releases, which renders him unable to
both radio and television pull himself back into his boat
coverage and brochures made or onto land," Shoulders said.
available at a later date.
The water enforcement unit
Lets really get involved with
this program for our children
OK?
Happy Fishing!

Jerry Meopin's
The past few days have been
the coldest of the winter so far
and fishing aroundthis pakt of
the country is very slow.
We have had a tremendous
amount of water moving
through both lakes and since
the water is coming from the
south it has remained slightly
above 40 degrees in temperature.
This will not last long now
however.
I made a spot check on the
depth of the game fish in
several popular areas and
found in nearly all cases the
fish were between 14 and 18
feet.
Using a locator of course, a
school was pretty easy to stay
on. I wished then that I had
taken some minnows along.
The creek channels that had
good structure or brush held
the largest concentrations of
fish.
I hope it warms pretty soon
so we can get into some of
those slabs. It is so cold on the
water now it is just not
practical to fish if any kind of
breeze is blowing. A wet hand,
if you are not accustomed to
the cold water, might freeze or
become frost bitten.
I have received the
proposed procedures, rules
and regulations for this years
junior fishing tournament on
the land between the lakes.
Robert E Jones, recreation
planner for TVA. said a few
changes had been made to
make the tournament more
actractive to more parents
that have eligible children.
This fishing tournament for
children 6 years of age thru 12
years of age is co-sponsored
by the Optimist Club of
Murray and the Murray Bass

By Ramp Brooks Jr.
Winter! How sweet it is. We
are Jesting of course, for even
with a four wheel drive vehicle
to lend some peace of mind,
winter is a rough time of the
year. And it's rough on four
wheelers for they seem to
receive some of their very
hardest use during this

GOOSE HUNT — A recent goose hunt at the Ballard County Wildlife Management
Area produced goose limits for these three Murray men. Pictured, left to right, are
Tommy Reid, James Lawson,and Rocky Shapla.

is responsible for the investigation of all deaths by
drowning occurring anywhere
in the state, even those occurring in private swimming
pools and ponds.
"While the chances of
falling into water during the
cold months are admittedly
slimmer than they are during
the hot months when people
are boating, swimming, water
skiing and fishing, the danger
of dying from such an accident
is greater right now,"
Shoulders said.
Water enforcement officers
teach cold water survival
courses to school groups, civic
organizations and hospital
personnel. Using a slide
presentation produced by the
U.S. Coast Guard, officers
about
talked
have
hypothermia with a quarter of
a million people during the
last two years.
"We not only teach the
physiological changes which
take place in the body very
rapidly as hypothermia sets
in," Shoulders said,. "but we
also stress safety practices,
how to react if you're the
victim and how to treat
someone else."

spinning four wheel flrive
move off a strip of ice onto
hard pavement. The shock
load this can place on the
drive train is truly tremendous! Like a sledgehammer
on crystal almost. It can break
axles, peel the teeth right off
hardened metal gears, and
murder universal joints. Some
of those things cost a bunch of
the green stuff!
Normally, we drive a four
wheel drive truck with the full
time four wheel drive setup,
and this combination really
shines on patchy ice -the drive
train is able to compensate for
the differences in traction.
This past week we drove a
part time four wheel drive one
day; this being ;he type that
must be shifted into four wheel
drive.
Here we have a solid
mechanical lockup, which
does tend to make for better
gas milage, but can also
become quite "squirrelly" on
ice. What happens is this. The
drive train loads up as the
unequal
travel
wheels
distances, like going around a
small curve, or maybe the
tires are not quite the same
diameter. And when ice is
encountered the system
unloads itself. In severe cases,
'the- back end may suddenly
seem to take a notion of
passing the front end.
The .moral of this observation? Do not get in too
big of a hurry with the conventional four wheel drive
setup on patchy ice. It could
prove to be embarrassing, if
not serious and costly.
On these frigidly cold
mornings of the late, it is not
wise to come charging out of
the warm house, crank up the
old four wheel drive, and race
the motor wildly so it will
warm up a bit faster, and then
cram the shift lever into gear
and zip wildly out of the
driveway!
This type of behavior may
just be the ticket to unzipping
your bank account. Those
fluids in the motor, transmission, transfer case, and
differentials are just about the

consistency of super thick
molasses in cold weather. Let
things gradually wake up
before shooting the juice to a:
two tons plus machine in cold:
weather. Its tough, sure, but it.
is not indestructible. Have a:
little mercy. Your four wheel
drive will reward you with
vastly reduced maintenance.
bills over the,lorig run.
Maybe you saw the four:
wheel drive races on
television last Sunday
ternoon. And maybe you just;
can't wait to get out in the!
boondocks and make like!
Sqperman in the Super:
Machine.
We would invite you to make
a little test for yourself. Fill a
bucket with dirt and bring it
into the warm house. Slam
your fist down on it, hard!
Now go outside and do the
same thing to some frozen
ground. You will notice a big
difference, I promise you. So,
does your four wheel drive.
If you must soothe your
great desire to crash around in
your four wheel drive, do it
sometime when the ground is
not frozen. That front end
assembly that puts the final
touch in your four wheel drive,
sells new for fifteen hundred
dollars or so. Ouch! Even used
enes out of ,wrecks are
reported to go as high as seven
or eight hundred dollars.
One of those tickets will take
the urge out of your surge!
Treat frozen ground with the
respect it deserves.
The rigs are having to run in
a lot of salt these days, and it
works on the shine of things,
especially chrome. So it's
tempting to wash the rig off
and clean it up, and not a bad
idea either. With one if. If you
plan to wash your rig, make
sure you dry it also before
subjecting it to freezing
temperatures again.
Ice, after the four wheel.
drive has taken a complete'
bath, can bring on a lot of newproblems. Like just getting
the door open the next mor-,
ning!
Have a nice week and
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.:
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Cain's AMC Jeep

Hwy.641 North

753-6448
usumumnd

nouninnimanaunan

RUN RUGGED WITH
INTERNATIONAL*

SCOUT®
4x4

Anything less
is just a car.

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc
641 South
753-1372

aMINIM

OUTBOARDS

"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

BUCKS BODY SHOP
606

A South American bird called
the hoatzin has claws on its
wings when young -which
helps it climb about in the
trees.

900 Sycamore

753-5142

641 Super Shell

W.-- A

HCOIS

.SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky,

Four Wheeling

4'Oa Swam

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

nd

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
6

Hooks Wheel- Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
7534;779
In The Jackson Purchase
410N. 4th

fishing, Camping, annunting Equipment
Hunting & fishing Licenses

Hwy. 641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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House Panel And Carroll In
Agreement On Budget Slashes
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)She House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee and Gov.
Julian Carroll are in
agreement on most budget
'reductions he recommended
to finance tax cuts in the
special session.
After two weeks of
wrangling with the problem,
committee members Friday
decided on a version which
blended with the governor's.
It cut almost $23 million in
various state spending for the
remainder of this biennium
which ends in June 1980, as did
the governor's proposals.

Another $32 million for tax,
relief would come from
various surpluses.
Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, the committee
chairman, repeatedly tried for
deeper cuts, but could not
muster enough votes.
"We're doing a better job
cutting taxes than we are
cutting the budget," he said,
declaring that by Carroll's
admission there would be a
$130 million state deficit in
1980.
One irony is that Carroll's
earlier stand, when U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall called the
session in his absence, was
that it was irresponsible and
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i LEGAL NOTICE

there was "no free lunch"-if
taxes were cut, the budget
would have to be chopped
accordingly.
However, the governor
emerged in the past few days
as a tax-cutter who expressed
little of his earlier concern
about possible future deficits
when the Legislature meets
again in regular session next
year.
Rep. Arthur Schmidt, RCold Spring, predicted that
next biennium there would be
significant program cuts or
tax increases if the current
trend continues.
Rep. Buddy Adams, I)Bowling Green, said the
governor's recommendations
on budget cuts released two
days ago represented a great
deal of time and work by
experts and said it "blends
what the aparound'
propriations committee has
been suggesting.
One of Clarke's unsuccessful proposals would
have imposed a flat 1 percent
"efficiency cut" on all state
agencies.
The chairman commented
that the first mistake his
committee made was to let out
the bill repealing the 5-cent
sales tax on home utilities
without an accompanying
adjustment in the budget.
With the General Assembly
targeting adjournment for
late next week, little time was
left to continue the fiscal
debate.
The committee substitute
that emerged for House Bill
19, which revises the current
budget, is in line for floor
action Wednesday. Under an
ideal timetable, the Senate
could pass it next Friday.
The appropriations committee backed off from one
move it made Thursday when
it eliminated a $7 million
apCarrollsponsored
propriation for state employee
salary improvements.
It restored $5 million, then
shifted $2 million to the state
School Building Authority, a
new organization which
earlier was stripped of much
of its 1978 appropriation of $7
million.

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
BUREAU,OF
HIGHWAYS NOTICE
TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
the
by
received
Bureau of Highways,
at its office, Frankfort,
Kentucky until 10.00
a.m. Eastern Standard
Time on the 23 day of
February, 1979, at
which time bids will be
publicly opened and
read for the improvement of:
CALLOWAY-MAItSHALL COUNTIES,
F&41-1 ill), SP 18-3, SP
79-153: The MurrayBenton (US 641) Road
from end of existing 4lane section north of
extending
Murray
northerly to 5.312
miles north CallowayMarshall County line,
a distance of 10.320
miles. Bituminous
Concrete Surface and
Incidental Construction.
The Bureau of Highways hereby notifies
all bidders that it-will
affirmatively insure
that in any contract
entered into pursuant
to this advertisement,
business
minority
eaterpriles will- beafforded full opportunity to submit
bids in response to this
invitation, and will not
discriminated
be
against on the ground
of race, color or
national origin in
consideration for an
award.
Bid Proposals for all
will
be
projects
available until 9:00
EASTERN
A.M.
TIME,
STANDARD
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1979, at the
Division of Contract
Bid
Procurement.
Proposals for all
will
be
projects
available at a cost of $2
each and remittance
payable to State
Treasurer of Kentucky

!UNITS

HERE'S THE WORLD WAR I
FIYIN6 ACE SOARING OVER
THE FRONT LINES IN
HIS SOPWITH CAMEL...

HE WAVES TO THE
POOR BLI6HTERS IN
THE TRENCHES BELOW

LlKE ROCKS'

IN THEIR ADMIRATION
FOR HIM THEY SHOWER
HIM WITH GIFTS,..

'
;.

NWT

LOOK

AT
THAT BIG

EVERYBODY IS
'SAVING ON
GASOLINE

CAR POOL

'U-

• .// ••
15/110n47•0 Foolur• 8m:week Inc

BEETLE IMP

WELL, poc,
KIND
O SHAPE
AM I I N ?

ROUND.
VERY
ROUND

RONNE
I COuLDN'T

rr;

BELIEVE
SLONDIE

WAS HAVING BREAKFAST
IN 7")-05 RESTAURANT
WHEN I SAW IT,

T1.4iS MAN ACTUALLY
POURED KETCHUP IKITO
HIS OATMEAL!

SOUNDS GOOD TO ME

I LEGAL NOTICE

must
accompany
request for proposals
NON
REFUNDABLE)
BID
PROPOSALS ARE
ISSUED ONLY TO
PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals
for all projects will be
available to all interested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.
INVITATION FOR

aertiutIONS FOR
S1CTION 202
FUND INSERVATIONS
The Department of Housing
and Urban Development will
accept applications for newly
constructed and-or substantially
rehabilitated
housing units under the Section 202 Direct Loan Program
for Housing for the Elderly or
Handicapped.
Section 202 direct loan
authority in the amount of
$4,104,000 for metropolitan
and $4,836,800 for nonmetropolitan areas is being
made available to the
Louisville HUD office junsiticlion to finance an estimated
103 units for metropolitan
areas and 121 units for nonmetropolitan areas for the
elderly or handicapped. The
areas listed below, within this
Louisville Office jurisdiction,
have been identified as to
where additional housing for
the elderly or handicapped is
warranted based on the goals
expressed in local housing
assistance plans. Applications
from the designated areas for
the amount of units indicated
below will be evaluated first,
and only in the event that an
insufficient number of approvable applications are
received from the designated
allocation areas will applications from other areas be
considered for approval. Notwithstanding the above
preference for applications
received for a designated
allocation area, applications
for housing designed exclusively or primarily for the
nonelderly disabled, or handicapped from any location in
Kentucky will be accepted and
evaluated.
Additional Information.
Allocation
Area
Metropolitan Area ), Hendemon, Daviess and Christian
Counties, Estimated Ili.). Of
Units 103, Amount Of Loan
Authority 54,104,600, Housing
Type New or Rehab), New or
Rehab:
Allocation Area (Nonmetropolitan Areas), Western
Allocation Area, Estimated
No. Of Units 60, Amount of
Loan Authority $2,398,600,
Housing Type (New Or
Rehab), New or Rehab.
Allocation Area I Nonmetropolitan Areas), Eastern
Allocation Area, Estimated
No. Of Units 61, Amount Of
Loan -Authority $2,438,200,
New or
Housing Type
Rehab), New or Rehab.
Counties included in the
W•ster• All•c•ti.6 Ar•• are.
Ballard, Caldwell, Calloway,
Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton,
Graves, Hancock, Hickman,
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon.
Marshall. Muhlenberg, McCracken, McLean,(*no, Todd,
Trigg, Union,and Webster.
Counties included in tan...
Bell,
Alletsti••
Ars* are
Breathitt, Clay, Floyd,
Harlan, Jackson, Johnson,
Knott, Knox, Laurel, Lee.
Leslie, Letcher, Magoffin,
Martin, Perry, Pike, Rockcastle, Whitley, and Wolfe
Currently, enough Section 8
rental assistance funding is
available for approximately
one-half of the units listed
above. Tentative Section 8 funding is available for the
remainder of the units. Accordingly, the processing of
all applications which depend
on Section 8 funding will be
conditioned
upon
the
availability of that funding
Additionally, any application
involving new construction
which requires the use of over
$3,833 in Section 8 funding. per
unit, per year must be accompanied by a detailed
analysis and justification for
the overage The corresponding per unit, per year limit
for applications involving substantial rehabilitation is
$3,993. The fundability of
projects which do not comply
with these benchmarks is not
known at this time.
Applications must be
received not later than 4 • 45
P.M. on April 30, 1979. Appropriate instructions, forms
and other program information are contained in a
Application Package which
may be obtained from the
Louisville HUD Area Office,
Attn: Housing Development
Division, P.O Box 1044,
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
This office will conduct a
workshop on February 20,
'1078, at 601 South Floyd Street,
(7th floor) Louisville, Kentacky. for interested applicants to explain the
regulations and instructions
governing the Section 202
Program and the Section
106(b) Nonprofit Sponsor
Housing Assistance Loan
Program, to distribute the Application Packages and the
required forma for both
programs and to discuss application procedures, required
exhibits, and any further information on the availability
of loans authority to. the
designated allocation areas. If
you are interested in attending
this orkshop, please mew
Imago Oilhore
••••••••91•••

SIMS11241411 for

2. NOTICE.

MATERNITY
LEAVE

4c) SOON,
DIANA

YES,DR HENRY.
IF I'M TO HAVE
THE BABY iN
5ANGALLA,I MUST
LEAvE
NOW.

A 50Y,
I HOPE.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

JuS1'Li
MAI/

entirm.lxiEc
,.

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication
All 'reader
classifieds must -be
sutinitted by 12 noon
the _day
before
publication

e
2. NOTICE

VhalilEIRE
6.-HELP WANTED

WILSON
PARIS ROOFING
CO., INC.
Call (901) 642-8545 for
fast, professional built
up roofing specialists.
Free estimates. Call
today to 'end leaking
roofs.
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3128
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747

Waetai: thumped Rea Woes
saieseerseas sibs aro la.
forested W MA*
Ow
Norm me. Caftet ITIvne
Mak 753-8961.
VAlLABLE RQW, position
in the dusiness office of a
large medical practice
Business office experience
mandatory, some medical
experience helpful but not
mandatory
Send
applications to P.O. Box 943.
HELP NEEDED. Part time
job on farm in south Graves,
call 1382.2523 after 6 pm.
NEEDED: BABYSITTER,
Monday through Friday, in
our
home.
References
required. Call 753-1463 after 4
pm.
PROFESSIONAL SEAM
STRESS of wedding attire,
call 753-5494 or 753-7171 after
5 pm

Paducah, Ky.
FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts.
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?
By faith and thehelp of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. -The
merchants so far contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need. We are a
non-profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for contributions
and
donations
when needed for tax purposes. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759-4600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.

Its A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping -15 A Specialty At
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'
-"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
Let us show you how
• you too may have-this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 7594600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM •
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP-AM,Sundays at 12:30.
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY of Martin
Young wishes to express our
thanks to our many friends
and neighbors for all the
visits, food, and flowers. To
the nurses and Dr. )ohn
Quertermous, Bro. Wayne
Carter,
Bro.
Hayward
Roberts, and Bro. Leon
Pinick, the choir and the Max
Churchill funeral home, we
say thanks. The Young
Family.
S. LOST & FOUND ,
FOUND: SMALL black with
tan markings female dog.
759 4141.
FOUND: ONE set of 4 keys
on a "Cancer" (zodiac)
keychain. Inquire at the
Murray Ledger and Times.
LOST, SOLID white setter
bird dog. Reward, 3100, Dan
Shipley, 753 2878.
LOST: SMALL dog, part
Chihauhua, black and white
spotted. If seen call 753 3315.

Have you seen this
dog? Important. 7537119 or 7 7531.
LOST ONE female German
Shepherd, about li years
old, predominently black
With a tan saddle on breast
and a tan face with black
outlining eyes. She is rather
small and answers to
Turkey. If any information
call Gina at 153 0595 from
8am to 5 pm Monday through
Saturday, and 759 1189 after 5
pm.
$100 REWARD? LOST: one
solid black
Labrador
Retriever, Lakeway Shore
and Croppy Hollow area. Has
been missing since Monday
Call 753-1362, days, 436 5390
nights.
6. HELP WANTED

Help
Wonted
Full time sales person.
Mat be honest, "neat
and dependable. Apply
in person ONLY at The
College Shop, 214 N.
15th.

JOB SHOP
MACHINIST
New shop moving to
Mayfield top pay, paid
holidays, paid insurance
and
vacations, also
retirement plan. Apply at Unemployment
Office, Mayfield,Ky.
SOMEONE TO care for
elderly lady, days or
753-1841 or 753 3911.
WANTED:
BABYSITTER
for a 5 and 3 year old.
Monday through Friday, 8
am to 4:30 pm. Call 492-8307
after 5:30 pm.
to. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
HELP WANTED, for 2
representatives to represent
large Kentucky Corporation.
We have been located in your
area for more than thirty
years
Over
age
21,
minimum
high
school
graduate, three month initial
training
program.
No
overnight travel. If you feel
you qualify, call 247-6867,
Mayfield, Monday through
Friday,8:30 am to 4 pm.
14. WANT TO BUY
I WILL buy your coins, guns,
or
-farm
furniture,
machinery. Please- write,
stating what you have and
--the price you expect fi3 get
Thomas White, Box 355,
Kuttawa, KY 42055.
TWIN BEDS, prefer maple.
Call 753.8393.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502-5271342.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE CAR, 1941 Ford
Coupe, sharp, original in
excellent Condition. call 1
886-1107 or -see- at .132, s
KY.
CASH REGISTER for sale
753.6460 or after 5 pm call
753 6121.
REMINGTON
CASH
register and 8 foot church
bench. 753-0707 or 753-6781.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE: Twin size'
mattress,
excellent
condition. Call 753-2911.

I

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used TV's

Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th

27. MOS.HOME SALES

1975 12
X 50' MOBILE
HOME, 2 bedrooms, all
electric, located in RiVeria
Courts. 1-612 3289 after 4 pm.
1975 12' X OW, ALL ELEC
TRIC mobile home. Large
air conditioner, enclosed.
Call 492-$511.
MOIt'. HOME RENTS
TRAILER FOR rent. Dill's
located
court,
Trailer
Murray Drive inn theatre
entrance. See Brandon Did,
mobile
TWO
BEDROOM
home, 6 miles from Murray,
$125 per month plus deposit.
436-2149.
30. BUS. RENTALS

CommerFOR SUIT
space
ea
I
cial
.
motheade of co
Plamerly Claidrea
urr=
am avesiebie. Per
esseset,The °web,:•
Illoway,7114101.

=,

22. APTS. FOR RENT
NICE, FURNISHED, 1
bedroom apartment, single
only. Inquire at 100S 13th St.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
AVAILABLE MARCH 1st, 3
bedroom house, located in
Stella. 753-5562 after 6 pm,
THREE BEDROOM house,
seculded, Boydsville, TN
area. Call 15021 355-2300
evenings.
36. RENT OR LEASE

Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
DUROC BOARS for sale,
also Yorkshire and Duroc
cross. 437-4666.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
PEEK -X-P00 puppies, $50
each, AKC female Poodle
Puppy,$65. Call 527.7858

SUDSBURY
PARK
dog
professional
grooming, 401 N. 10th
St.,

759-4140
SEVEN
WEEK
old,
registered, male, Dober
mans, black and tan, one red,
$150. 753-5949 after 3:30 pm.
43. REAL ESTATE
17)4 ACRES ON 121 South,
miles from Murray. For
further
information, call
Purdom 8. Thurman Real
Estate, 753-4451.
a.

Waldrop Realty
in Bus ness

Since 195t,
753-5646
A STONE'S throw from the
lake...7 lots with 700 feet road
frontage. Ready for you to a.
build
that cabin
you've
always dreamed about...only
$500 per lot _call 753 1492 or
753 8579.. offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales
COI 55$1111 UNLIT

FOR SALE
good used
Whirlpool washer and dryer.
Call before 3.30,759-4142.
GREEN
UPHOLSTERED
arm chair, slightly worn,
cheap. Call 753.1505
LIVING ROOM sofa, chairs,
tables, lamps, drapery rods,
night stand, excellent con
dition. Call 489-2340.
MODERN CHROME and
glass dining room table with
6 chairs. Call 753-8920.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FOR
SALE. K -Gleaner
combine. Call 382-2327.
1965 FORD 2 TON metal bed,
twin hoist, 2 speed pie. Call
after 5 pm,753.1358.
FARM TRACTOR. 870 case,
1970 model, less than 2000
hours, 18 4X34 tires on back
and 10 100x16 on front tires
540 and 1000 PTO (901) 782
5831, Cottage Grove, TN.
1964 MODEL 4000 FORD
tractor with 2 row cultivator,
call 753 1358 after 5 pm.
22. MUSICAL
PIANO, STORY and Clark,
console, maple finish, $1700
value for 51250. Call 753.0444
after 4 pm.
SANTA GOT caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with us.
Must sell at our cost, no down
payment, small
monthly
payments. Clayton's J. & B.
Music. 753 7575
23. EXTERMINATING

1 achoneer Realtor
Appraiser
Ph 901147A-29N 479-3711
South Fulton Tenn .
FARM, 18 ACRES, more or
less, in Mt. Carmel area, 30
acres
tenable,
ap
proximately .7 acre tobacco
base. For more information
calf Purdom & Thurman
Real Estate, 753-4451.

n 01.1

II. BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE 1
753-8080_
Professional Semi,
With The Friendl) TI Alt t

B.V. BI-LEVEL .
Loaded with quality. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, great
rm. w/fireplace, electric heat, wall-to-wall
Enjoy
carpeting.
peace 84 quiet in this
scenic location. Drive
Out' To See This
Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
THREE
BEDROOM,
modern, brick veneer, ranch
style home, nicely located in
the East Y Manor Ready for
elegant
landsCaping
and
comfortable hying. John C
Neubauer, 1111 Sycamore
Street, phone 753 0101, Linda
Drake 753 0492

- -21. MISCELLANEOUS
REPOSSESED STEREO,
small monthly payments
753-7575
WILL SHARE rent and
expenses in comfortable 3
bedrobm br la house in
Mayfield Call Rick, 217-0489
WOOD FOR sale. 436 2758
27. MOS.HOME SALES
FOR SALE: 10' X 55' Skyline
house trailer Call '753 7388
atter torn_
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas.
furnished, very nice. 753 4074
or 751 1677.
12' X 70' *kalif ROME,III
electric, central heat and air,
56800. 753 444601' 753 2771.

krIti7
4
South 1 2t h at Sy came'''.
TELEPH9NF 753 1051

1616 Ryan features
this nine room house
that you must see inside to appreciate. Interior like new including th,e disposal,
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, drapes
and carpet. Two full
Alebaths. $39,750.00.
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43. REAL ESTATE

THE curtain on you
life., see Loretta Jobs
Perdue
Realtors
arum
for your business
opportunity. Owner needing
Inserenee Reel Estate to leave state,
but has a
booming business he hates to
Sourhside COW't Square
leave. Take advantage of his
ii
Murray, Keetucky
outstanding, thriving and
prosperous accounts. .call
753-4451
7S3 1492...offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

Ws "Cents-Able"
To Bay Instead
Of Neat
Call today for an appointment to see this
neat 2-bedroomhome
near the University.
Home is heated with
economical gas heat
and includes range
refrigerator.
and
only
at
Priced
;15,900.00. Don't miss
an opportunity like
this to turn that monthly rent into equity.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1Z2.
Nes
41111O116 --RETIRE WITH income! 1
family home on large lot
located near Bel Air Shop
ping Center. Homes near by
but has the feeling of
privacy. Call 753-1492 or 753
1499.. offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

A 3 bedroom home
with central gas heat
and double garage.
Buyer is waiting. If
you have a home to
sell please call The
Nelson Shroat Co. Also
need a duplex to sell.

The Nelson Slime Co.,
REALTORS
759-1707
HOUSE AND Shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or trailers. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St. 753-0101.

Rosily

753-1222

og
0th

Comfortable
Family
• Prolessaena I Services
Living
With The Friendly Touch"
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
VACANT
AND
bath home on a large
READY For You!
shaded lot in an exThis 3 bedroom, neat
clusive
subdivision
home with extra lot,
bordering Oaks Counbrand new on the
try Club. Economical
market. Economical 44,
central gas heat and
gas heat, newly
central electric air.
roofed,
carpeted,
Lovely family room
upstairs
large
with fireplace, and 3
bedroom. A good incar garage. Priced at
vestment on Sycamore
161,500. Phone KOP- See This Today. Mid
PERUD
REALTY,
20's. Boyd Majors
753-1222. We are memReal Estate, 105 N.
bers of Multiple
12th St.- .*
Listing Service,

old,
ober
red
th,
For
call
Real
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41. REAL ESTATE

AND NEIGHBORS
New listing located close to shopping in quiet
residential neighborhood. Three lovely bedrooms,
2/
1
2 baths, den with fireplace, attached 2-car garage,
extra large lot plus more and more. This home is
ready for immediate occupancy and has been
redecorated throughout. The only thing you have to
do is move on in! Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for all the details.

KOPPERUD
Realty

753-1222

Map

Udine of the -sesekt b.
its 3 N.
bleb leriek nab
boneekter. Coofiregkess
nel hest & ak a Wye hy
saline fee outergy sonogai
Lenseeil new Caleenter and
$45,5410
priced to eel at

ors
N.

mes.
6M,
ranch
ted in
dy for
and
hn C
more

Linda

4
•

Williams Paint*
Contractors
Free btheeres
Professional lea
liesowNeee
/Wag/
CAN'T GET those small iota

45. FARMS FOR SALE
30 ACRES,GOOD productive

NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix•up for
real enjoyment. $26,750. By
appointment . only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753-0101. Oaf man Farley, 7539775.

farm land, 8 miles southwest
of Murray, 1WW highway
frontage, 492,8_502 after 6 pm.
44. HOMES FOR SALE
ASSUME VA loan, 91.1

per
cent, Lakeway Shores, 2
bedroom frame, 900 square
feet, on lot and 1,2 53500
equity, 436-2283. No realtors.
47. MOTORCYCLES

around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum Siding, patios,
small concrete jobs. Call 4361562 after 5 pan.
CARPENTER. NO job too
small. References. Call 753.
8793, ask for Clifford.
CONCRETE 8. BLOCK
WORK. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patioS, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and graded, free
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Cali Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

1978 HARLEY DAVIS, super
glide, 1200 motor. 759-1845.
1978 YAMAHA 650 special,
perfect condition. Call 753.
7108.
49, USED CARS
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
1968 DODGE COR00,TE
- T I Sears continuous gutters
stationwagon, low mileage, installed
per
your
good car for women with specifications. Call Sears
children,$300. Call 436.2294. 753-2310 for free estimates.
1978 DODGE ADVENTURE GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
SE, 2 tone blue with 11,500 tanks, metal buildings,
miles, has got some extras. custom building: wood
Call 489,2228 after 5.
frame or metal frame
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two Complete log buildings on a
door hard top, V8 automatic turn key quote. A & I Ford
FruleorionalServires
with air. Brown on brown Supply, Inc. 1-(901 )-6412-8544.
With The Friendly Touch'.
extra good condition, $900, INSULATE AGAINST the
B.V. DUPLEX - Each
call 354,6217.
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foarri in.
siede has 2 Br., living
placeurea'
tromalehyde.
rm., kitchen & bath Free
estimates,
no
Central gas heat - cenobligation.
Kentucky
Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
tral air. New carBox 258, Murray, KY 42071.
.1
peting
&
new
(502) 435-4527.
-refrigerators,
plus
'The Gas Savers"
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
stoves. In Excellent
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Murray
Condition. 100' x 125'
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
lot located in Westestimates.
Datsun, Inc.
wood Sub. Mid 40's.
JERRY
BURKEEN
604 So. 12th St.
Boyd Majors Real
bookkeeping and tax service.
Income taxes prepared.
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
1973 LTD BLACK on black 2 Railroad Avenue, Murray,
Kentucky. Phone 753 4636 or
good condition. 759,1932 753.3996.
TWO BARGAINS in lower -door,
after
6
pm.
priced houses. At 5th and
Pine, a good well, kept large 1974 MONTE CARLO, white,t LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
mg wheels, new tires,$2975. prompt, efficient service,
house with two newly
753-8257.
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
renovated and carpeted
complete apartments plus 1977 PONT'FiR.E011113...ekt&ELYJSAY__Cosrnetics. for..
two upstairs bedrooms for -"Vrirextra sharp, low free facials or supplies call
only 526,500. At 412 N 5th a . 'mileage. Call 759 1964 after Evelyn Willie, 759-1867.
large, solid, livable three 430 pm.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP bedroom for only $7,950. Both
1975 TOYOTA CELICA LT, PING, driveways and small
owners want offers. Call C.O. AM FM, air conditioning,
4 jobs a speciality, also pat.
Bondurant Realty, 753-9954 speed, radials, luggage rack, ching and seal coating. 753or 753-3460.
489 2148.
1537.
1978 VW RABBIT, tape deck, NEED TREES cut? Landoll
like
new,
ac,
$4000. Inquire at Tree Service. Call George
r"
number 4 Riveria Courts.
Landolt, 753-8170.
SO. USED TRUCKS
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
'KOPPERUD
now
all oak- $25.rick. Call
1977 DODGE ADVENTURE
hefty
-150 pickup, stets sides, mnos John Boyer at 753:8536.
7S3-1222
food condition. 759 1845.
NEED ELBOW room?
FOR SALE 1978 Jeep CJ 7, Additions, attics finished,
soft top, 304 V8, 3 speed, AM• enclosures, home imFM 8 track, 9,000 miles. provements, restorations.
acres
Murray Remodeling. 753Phone 436.2336 mornings.
For Salo
1967 FORD PICKUP with 5167
camper top, excellent con PIANO TUNING and repair.
Just on the market,
dition, new snow tires, $600, Call Joe Jackson 753-7149
and located 5 miles
after 6 pm. ,
436.5544
west of Murray, this is
1975 FORD 4.WHEEL drive, ROOFING, FLAT
or
that choice building
lots of extras, 436-2373 shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
anytime.
site you've been
FOR SALE. 1967 4•wheel experience. Call 435-4173.
waiting for. Property
ROOFING,
drive Scout, MO.See Hooks.
excellent
includes lovely 3 acre
1979 FORD CUSTOM 150, 4. references. Call 753.1486
wooded building site, 2
between
7
am
and
3:30 pm,
wheeldrive, V8, 4 speed,
ponds, tobacco base,
stereo, short step side, like ask for Shelley
WET BASEMENT? We
new,$7400. 753-9773.
and 9 acres of private
make wet basements dry,
51. CAMPERS
pastureland for those
work completely guaran
STARCRAFT,
MID teed. Call or write Morgan
horses you've always
WINTER white sale. Prices Construction Co Route 2,
wanted. Over 500 feet
reduced on all travel trailers Box 409A, Paducah,
and pop ups through 42001, or call day or nightKY
of blacktop road fron1
February 15. This means 442 7026.
tage. Finest 15 acre
prices you ,won't believe.
tract we've seen on the
White's Camper Sales, WILL 'DO' housework, furlocated on Highway 94 East, nished transportation if
market in the past
753-0605.
needed. Call 753-4590.
couple of years. Don't
52. BOATS & MOTORS
WILL KEEP children in my
let this opportunity
ALUMINUM 16' FISHING home. Call 753 3497.
pass, phone Kopperud
boat with 1974 70 horsepower 54. FREE COLUMN
Realty, 753-1222 for all
Johnson motor with new FREE PUPPIES, half collie
drive on Easy Rider Trailer.
the information.
Silvertroll trolling motor and half German Shepherd.
with Lawarance high speed Call 753-2753.
depth finder. Calf 753 9382 FREE: PUPPIES, 6 weeks
old, mixed breed. 753-8034
after 5 pm.

Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14,and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advisors will be happy to help you write your message.

To Mom and Dad .

of marriage, I'm still hood.
over-hosts ift love with yowl
Walter: Z.

0

$25°
HAPPY
VALENTIN!'
DAY

-To Jon. -- I want you to.
sty Voleetine, and I won't
lake "no" for on answerl

Mrs. Smith - Thanks for
making Science fun to learn
We think you're tops,
from
Your Clots

Love, Tom

$300

$300

Phone 753-1916

The Murray Ledger & Timed
s, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine

ONLY 15' PER WORD

Si. WANTED

WANTED: SERIOUS
muscions to form country
rock band. Only persons
seriously interested in a good
band and good pay need
apply. Ask for Dennis, 759
1200, 7 to 3, Monday through
Friday,759.1614 after 3 daily.
WANTED: SOMEONE to
babysit in my home, 7 am to
3:30pm. Call 753 5476.

To My Wife, Aim...
After 15 woad/trio' yews

W.couldn't have picked
siker pair of parents in the
world! Hove
Floppy Vol.
entine's Dayl
Mike and Sue

SOME EXAMPLES:

($1.50 MINIMUM)
WRITE YOUR MESSAGE
IN FORM BELOW

Deer Jimmy (Peter) 1 lovo
you mots than words con
•epressI hop* we will el
weirs be together to shore
that good and the bed Love
always, Su• (Check) P
Wormer loves you too!

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209. Walnut Strecl

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 730 til 5:00
PRICE NAIR CUT $1.50
PRICE SHAVE $1.75
For hospital I house calls please call 153-3115 one
day in advance.

Formal
Dining
Area
11' 111'

WANZA. Happy V•Ion•
tine $ Day to the sweetest
and most loving wife end
mother We lov• you Ldery
end Chad.
•

Living-Family Hoorn
Fireplace With Heatalator &
Raised Hearth
13126

For Spring. Extremely nice 3 bedroom, 2/
1
2 bath
brick home located near Calloway-Graves Co.
line on 121 W. Energy efficient heat pump.
Fireplace-era neatalator, extra insulation and
thermopane windows. Only 1 year old and offered at only $45,500.

i Large
Utility

John Smith,
Realtor
(Next Tq Cain's AMC,Jeep)

Beautifully ?landed, completely equipped day care center in Murray
near the University. Licensed for 112 children Potential $145,080 income. or could be converted to office spice or clinic Price reduced to
160.000, good financing available. Also. IS plus acres lake front,
135,000. excellent owner financing. Southland Realty J.H. Amain.
Clarksville, TN 1-5634831

Al my love goes
to_ you on
VallesHisses Day,
Love Mon.

Name

61

Call 753-7411 (Anytime!)
641 North

•

HIE EDUCATIONAL LEARNING UT CARE CENTER
Roth

Two Car Garage
l'aved Drive
73'10"x211"

DS•

es
ise
InInInal,
or,
)es
'ull

framing. Oilintinum siding,
gutters, and rooting Call 1.
395 4967 or 1.362 4895.

John Smith, hatter

53. SERVICES OFFERED
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
references. V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gourd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753 5827

.3
eat
lecall
oy
this
ive

r

53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & 5o.
Generalrernollelin9.

Dupont* Rood

KOPPERUD

$50
oodie

43. REAL ESTATE
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Confused
About how to decorate your bathroom?
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
the market today, and everybody screaming
'that their's is the best.'
Before you decide, come see our marble
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
think you will agree.

Put an end to your confusion at

t.

Thornton Tile
And Marble

SQ. 9th St

'Qu.ilitv That V;111 Please.'

City
Zip

State
Phone

MAIL
To:

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ledger & Times
P.9. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071

Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 12th, 1979. All ads will run on
February 14, 1979 unless you specify 41°'

otherwise, Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 15, 1979.

"
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Deaths and Funerals 1
Alfred Cunningham Funeral To Be
Dies At Age Of 54; Sunday For
Mrs. Tom Man is
Funeral Is Sunday
The funeral for Mrs. Tom
Alfred (Unk) Cunningham
of 1105 Sycamore Street, (Myrtle) Mains of Murray
Murray, died Friday at 12 Route g wilt be held Sunday at
noon at the Murray-Calloway 2 p.m. at the chapel of the Max
County HospiteL He was 54 Churchill Funeral Home with
years of age and his death the Rev. Jim Tate and the
Rev. Jim Fortner officiating.
followed a short illness.
Burial will follow in the
The Murray man, a veteran
Murray Memorial Gardens.
of World War II, was a
Friends may call at the
member of the Memorial
funeral home.
Baptist Church and Local
Mrs. Manis, 72, died
Union 1068 UAW. He had been
Thursday at the Marshall
employed by the Murray
County Hospital, Benton.
Division of the Tappan
She is survived by her
Company since Aug. 28, 1950,
husband, Tom Mania; one
and was presently working in
daughter, Mrs. Shirley Cook;
the Sub Assembly Departfour sons, Harley, Gene, and
ment.
Kenneth Collins, and Tommy
Manis; one sister, two
Born Aug. 3, 1924, in
brothers, 16 grandchildren,
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Erie Dalton
and three great grandchildren.
Cunningham and Beatrice
Thomas Cunningham.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Maxine Jones Cunningham; three daughters,
Mrs. Belinda Elkins, Story
Avenue, Murray, Mrs. Teddy
( Sheila ) Cohoon, Whitnell
Jule Kaplan of Fern Terrace
Avenue, Murray, and Miss
Lodge
died Friday a 1:45 p.m.
Cunningham,
Debra
Lexington; one son, Allen at the Murray-Calloway
Thomas Cunningham, Murray County Hospital. He was 75
Route 8; one sister, Mrs. years of age and a retired
automobile dealer.
Mable Blalock, Murray Route
Survivors include one
6; two brothers, Debs Cunningham, Benton, and Dale daughter, MS; Carole Hahn,
Cunningham, Camden, Mich.: 1002 Irene Terrace,Murray;
grandchildren, two sisters, Mrs. Robert,
two
Ann) Robinson, Bay City.
Christopher Thomas CunMich., and Mrs. Dorothy.
ningham and V iJay Cohoon.
Firkser, Essexville, Mich.;
The funeral will be held several nieces and nephews.
Sunday at] p.m. at the chapel
Graveside services will be
of the Max Churchill Funeral held Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Home with the Rev. Dr. Murray Citypmetery.
_7.1errell White and the Rev.
The J. IL Churchill Funeral
Calvin Wilkins officiating, and Home will be in charge of the
the music and song service by arrangements,
but
no
the choir of the Brooks Chapel visitation will be held.
United Methodist Church.

Mr. Kaplan, Father
Of Carole Hahn,
Dies At Hospital

Pallbearers will be Clyde
Willoughby, Troy York,
Lowell Willoughby, Mac
McCuiston, Columbus
Waldrup,Ind E. H. Lax, Jr.,
all employees at the Tappan
plant with whom he had
worked with for several years.
Burial will follow in the
Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
today f Saturday. ).

Mrs. John Creech
Dies Friday With
Services Sunday
Mrs. John (Naomi) Creech
of New Concord died Friday at
2:20 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 72 years of age.
Her death, due to herpes
zoster, followed an extended
illness.
is survived by her
husband, John-Creech, New
Concord, one daughter, Mrs.
William ) Joyce
Lueck,
Sanford, Mich., five grandchildren, and eight great
grandchildren.
Memorial services ,will be
held at the New Concord
Church of Christ on Sunday
afternoon.
At the request of Mrs.
Creech, her body has been
donated to the Vanderbilt
University Medical School,
Nashville, Tenn.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Herpes Reseach, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.

Dorothy Turner
Dies Thursday With
Rites Held Today

Miss Dorothy Turner of
Hardin Thursday at 2:15 p.m.
at the Marshall County LongTerm Care Unit, Benton. She
was 56 years of age.
Survivors include two aunts,
Mrs. Frocie Ross of Murray
and Mrs. Earl Deck of Detroit,
Mich., and several cousins.
The funeral will be held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev.- Otis
Jones officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Unity Cemetery.

folltlking a lengthy illness.
Funeral arrangrnents from
Mrs. Burcham, a former
Murray resident, are incomplete at this time.
Goodwin Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.
EXCELLENCE
RF.JECTED
LONDON (AP) — Stephen
Murrell has gone oruto study
mathematics
at
Essex
University, but it wasn't easy.
He did so well in his final
school exams that when the
computer handling the results
came to his, it rejected them.
It wasn't programmed to
recognize such excellence.

"Valentine Cake,"

We will deliver on Wednesday,
Feb. 14th. Place orders in advance. Delivery in city limits

only.
Call us for details today

Sammons'
Bakery
•

...NEWS IN BRIEF...
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
declared illsday he hoped to
create an Islamic republic
through peaceful means but
threatened holy war if the
government of Prime Minister
Shahpour Bakhtiar put up
resistance with US., British
and Israeli backing.
Khomeini told his first news
conference since returning to
Iran on Thursday that he
would
announce
his
provisional government "very
soon" and again called on
Baiihtiar to resign.

The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Nitschke, Jr., minister of the
First United Methodist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Pulling Life Back
Together" with scripture from
Mark 5:1-20 at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
Feb.4.
"Worship Canticle" will be
the anthem to be sung by the
Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Bea Farrell
as organist, at the 10:50
services.
Margaret Porter will sing a
solo at the earlier service.
Church School will be at 9:45
by the
a.m. followed
fellowship hour at 10:30 a.m.
in the social hall of the church.
The second session of the
study on China will be held
Sunday starting with a sack
snack at 5:30 p.m. Dr. Richard
Butwell is the leader for the
adults; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Kiesow and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Dunn for the youth; Mrs.
Richard Butwell, Ruth Ann
McLemore, Jerri Reed, and
Elaine Bass for the children.

Billy hendley
1

Student's Dream Cones
True With Ali Meeting

Special Services
Planned Sunday At
Memorial Church
The Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main
Streets, Murray, will'observe
the ordinances of baptism and
The Lord's Supper at the 7
p.m. worship service on
Sunday,Feb. 4.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White, will speak
on the subject, "The Meaning
of Baptism & The Lord's
Supper," at the evening
service.
At the morning service at
10:50 on Sunday, the Rev. Dr.
White will speak on the subject, "Lessons From A Great
WoMan," ,_with scripture from
II Kings 4:8-38 and 8:1-6.
Jimmy Wynn, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morning service. Margaret
Wilkins will be organist and
Sharon Owen will be pianist.
Special guests for the
'Owning services will be Mr.
and Mrs. Melton Gresham and
_their three sons, Jonathan,
Benji, and Steven. Mr.
Gresham is visiting the
church today as guest music
leader. A dutch treat luncheon
at the Holiday Inn will be at
noon, and a prayer session will
be at the church at 3 p.m. on
Sunday.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a.m. with Elbert Thomason as
director, and Church Training
will be at 6 p.m. with
testimonies by Dr. /James
Dobson and Ron Bibber.

Photo,Story
By Kaye Peebles
His eyes sparkle and his
smile glows as he talks about
his experience of last Wednesday evening:
For Billy Kendley, fourth
grade student at Carter
Elementary School, an heroic
figure seen only as a shadow
on a screen became a reality Muhammad All came to town.
The evening held a bright
promise had Billy never
,gotten closer to Ali than a seat

Baptist Church To
Observe Ordinance
At Church Sunday

The First Baptist Church
will hold regular worship
services on Sunday., Feb. 4;04
10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. with the
ordinance of baptism to be
observed at the morning
service.
"Giving and Receiving" will
be the subject of the morning
sermon by the Rev. Dr: Bill
Whittaker. His scripture
reading will be from Malachi
3:8-10.
The evening sermon topic
will be "The Danger From
Within" with scripture from
Jude 4.
Randy Sorrow, minister of
youth, and Paul Dailey, Jr.,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.
Special music will be
presented by the Church Choir
at the morning service and by
the Chapel Choir at the
evening service. Wayne
Halley, minister of music, will
direct the music with Doug
Vancil as organist and Mrs.
Allene Knight as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.
John Dale will be the
Volunteer nursery workers
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40 will be
Mrs. Randy Sorrow,
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
Mrs. Larry Bell, Mrs. Wilburn
services on Sunday. Feb. 4, at Farris,
Miss Paula Varney,
the Seventh and Poplar
Mrs. Cheryl Crouch, Mrs.
Church of Christ.
Joyce McDowell, Mrs. Martha
His morning sermon topic Housden,
Miss Tina Housden,
will be "Jesus Our Shepherd"
Miss Rhonda Housden, and
with scripture from John Miss
Susan Shelton.
10:10-12, and his evening topic
will be "The Wounds Within"
with scripture from II Gor.
4:16-18.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
"What Is Worship?" will be
Kevin McManus, Don A.
the subject of the sermon by
Moseley, Steve Simmons, Ed
the Rev. R. E. Rabatin, pastor
A. Thomas, Edgar Rowland,
of the First Presbyterian
Joe Garland, Bob Lax, Bob
Church, at the 10:45 a.m.
Miller, Owen Moseley, and
services on Sunday, Feb. 4.
Max Walker.
His scripture reading will be
Presiding and serving The
from Psalm 150.
Lord's Supper on Sunday will
The responsive reading will
be Rick Spann, David Wright,
be from Psalm 95:1-7a
Kenneth Grogan, Amos Hill,
followed by the anthem by the
and Don Sanders. Emmanuel
choir, directed by Lisa Slater
Manners and Gene McDougal
with Steve Clark as organist.
will serve on the Extension
Serving as ushers on Sunday
Department, and Linda Hicks
will be Carroll Guy, torn
will be the teen nursery
Denton, Tommy Jones, and
helper.
Don Fleming, Jr.
, Men serving the audience
Church School will be at 9:30
for The Lord's Supper during
a.m. on Sunday.
February will be Ray
Karraker, Charles Haley,
I,oyd thompson, Jim Mowery,
Lonnie Furr, Bernie Wilferd,.
Ron ragsdale, Emmanuel
Manners, Gary Lamb, Curt
St.4 John's
Warner, Edgar Rowland, and
Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Louis Murdock.
Murray,
Bus drivers for this month Streets,
will
will be Jon T. Carpenter, celebrate Holy Communion on
Richard Duke, Ronnie Sills, Sunday. Feb. 4, at 9:45 a.m.
with the Rev. Stephen
and Don Roberson.
Nursery attendants for Davenport, vicar of the
February will be Jo Ann church,as the celebrant.
Humphreys, Helen King,
Tim Burchfield, Ben Moore,
Tarnmi Crouse, CeliaGrogan, and Jeff Blodgett vit11 be
Jean Wilson, Lillian Steele, acolytes. Lay readers will be
Terri Roberts, Sue Miller, Sara Bull and Steve Hale.
Judy Turner, Abbie Williams, Stuart Davenport and Melanie
and Dertha Winchester.
Julian will be ushers.
Bible stab, will be at 9:45
Church School and Adult
m. on Sunday.
Class will follow at 11 am

Mrs. J. M. Burcham
Dies Early Today
John Dale Speaker
Mrs. J. M. (Florence)
Burcham, 82, died this mor- At Seventh And
ning at the Shady Lawn
Nursing home in Cadiz Poplar Church

Order Your
Sweetheart A

0

Rev. Dr. Mischke
To Speak Sunday
At First Church

'What Is Worship'
Subject Of Sermon

Episcopal Church
—Plans Communion

in an auditorium. The heavy
weight champion lectured on
the Murray State campus last
week.
Billy's principal, Mary
Ryan and her husband had
invited Billy to have dinner
with them and then be their
guest at Ah's lecture. Dining
at the Holiday Inn was a treat
for Billy to look forward to. To
hear Ali was especially exciting.
While having dinner, Mrs.
Ryan spoke to the manager of
the motel who arranged for
Billy to talk with Ali in his
room. When asked about their
conversation, one of Billy's
many comments was, "He
asked if I wanted to be a boxer
when I grow up." He says he is
certainly considering it now.
Billy collects all the information be can find about
Ali to share with his
classmates daily. His prize is
Al's autograph which Mrs.
Ryan laminated for him.

Adventist Church
Leader Presented
With Special Award
Robert H. Pierson, retiring
this month as world president
of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church, was given an award
by the American Bible Society
for his work in spreading
knowledge of the Scriptures.
Arthur Borden, church
relations director for the New
York-based American Bible
Society, presented Pierson
with the "Book of a Thousand
Tongues," a special leatherbound edition of the Bible. He
said Pierson represented
many Adventists who have
contributed to the Bible
Society's.... work through
mission activity.
Seventh-day Adventists
operate the third largest
overseas mission program. of
all American institutions
(Wycliffe Translators is first;
the Southern Baptist Convention is second). A total of
more than 1,300 Adventist
ministerial, educational and
medical workers labor in 190
countries, according to E.
May of the Murray Seventhday Adventist Church.
Neal C. Wilson, formerly
vice president of the church
for North America, has taken
office as president of the 3million-member organization.
Charles E. Bradford was
elected as ' the new vice
president for North America.

Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
The First Christian church
will hear the pastor, blIie Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos, sifeak on
the subject; "Jumping Into
The River of Faith," at the
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
Feb. 4.
Ken Heintzelman will give
the children's sermon.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with
Maxine Clark as organist, will
sing the anthem, "Join
Hands."
Dr. Clegg Austin will be
worship leader with David
Daughaday as candle lighter
and Ruth Daughaday and
Donna McCord as greeters.
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and John Pasco.
Voris Wells, Jim Boone, Dr.
Ron Cella, Darrel McFerrox
and Fred Wells will serve
deacons.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.rfl. Youth groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m. for supper with
meetings to follow at 6 p.m.

LONDON (AP) — Britain
has ended virginity tests for
Indian,
Pakistani
and
Bangladesh women after
lawmakers
blasted the
restrictive immigration
procedure conducted by male
doctors as "degrading,"
"monstrous" and' dreadful."
Immigration officials said
the tests were performed on
the Victorian notion that
brides-tobe qualified as immigrants only if they were
virgins. The tests were conducted under a law that allows
entry to anyone engaged to

WASHINGTON (AP) — An
ethics advisory board is trying
HOUSTON (AP) — Chinese to devise a compromise that
Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-ping could free government funds
looked on with glee as for so-called test tube baby
cowboys tested wild horses research, but with strict
and angry bulls at a rodeo and
The 13-member panel
took home a bit of the Wild
West — a prize bull and a planned to decide today what
recommendations it will make
cowboy hat.
It was a day of fun and to Health, Education and
contrast for Teng, who piloted Welfare Secretary Joseph A.
a simulator of the space Califano Jr. on whether to end
shuttle that will carry men a four-year-old moratorium on
into the galaxy and rode in a government funding for the
replica of the stagecoach that research.
helped Americans tame the
WASHINGTON (AP) —
West.
Saying he hated "to see it all
JACKSON, Miss. ( AP) — go down the drain," the judge
Robert Earl May Jr. pleaded ordered a deadlocked jury at
guilty to armed robbery and the perjury and bribery trial
was sentenced to 48 years in of Rep. Daniel J. Flood to try
jail — with no chance of to reach at least a partial
parole. If he behaves, he can verdict "on one or more
be free at age 46, authorities counts, one way or another."
The pressure on the eight
say. He's now 14.
Prison officials, who were men and four women to reach
besieged with angry calls some kind of compromise
Friday after a television decision today concerned
station reported the boy's lawyers for the 75-year-old
imprisonment, said the Pennsylvania Democrat, but
sentence was unusual for such U.S. District Judge Oliver
Gasch brushed aside their
a young offender.
objections.
someone in Britain.

Reports Show Democrats Spent
Over Half Million During '78
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AT') —
Reports filed with the Federal
Election Commission and the
secretary of state's office
show that the Kentucky
Democratic Party and its
state committee spent $508,449
in 1978.
The Democrats listed income during the year as
$349,863 from the JeffersonJackson Day Dinner; $31,615
from a $19.78 mass mail
solicitation; $180,127 of state
income tax funds checked off
by taxpayers on 1978 returns;
and $98,362 in state tax
checkoff funds carried over
from 1977.
The GOP State Committee
had not filed a report with the
secretary of state_ as of
The campaign committee
for Sen. Walter Dee Huddleston, 0-Ky., reported some
substantial contributions
since his re-election in
November.
They included $1,750 from
former state Attorney General
Jo M. Ferguson and his wife
and $1,850 from Spencer E.
Harper Jr. and his wife, both

given the week before
Christmas.
Harper and Ferguson are
partners in a Louisville law
firm that specializes in
providing legal advice to
government agencies raising
money through bond issues.
Huddleston's committee
also reported receiving $12,950
from a $250-a-ticket reception
in New York two days after
the election.
The committee said it spent
$429,668 during 1978 while
Huddleston was winning a
second six-year term in the
Senate. The committee ended
the year with no debts and
$26,460 on hand.
State Rep. Louis R.
Guenthner Jr., R-Jefferson
Counly, who ran against
Huddleston in the general
election, listed his campaign
debts at the end of the year at
$11,574, of which $7,100 was
borrowed from himself.
The conunittee for Rep.
Romano
Mazzoli,
DLouisville, said it had paid off
all of the $14,500 in campaign
debts that it owed him and

finished the year with $9,389
cash on hand.
Former
6th
District
Congressman
John
Breckinridge, who was
defeated in the Democratic
primary by state Sen. Tom
Easterly, terminated his
Citizens for Breckinridge
committee earlier this week.
Breckinridge, who lives in
Lexington, absorbed the
committee's $10,496 debt
outstanding.
Easterly, D-Frankfort,
closed out the year still
heavily in debt from his unsuccessful general election
race. Easterly reported that
his campaign committee owed
him $46,312 on Dec. 31.
Congressmen
Carroll
Hubbard, D-Mayfield, Tim
Lee Carter, R-Tompkinsville,
and Gene Snyder, RLouisville, all reported
comfortable balances in their
campaign fund at yearend.
Hubbard had $58,194. Carter
had a balance of $12,537 and
Snyder reported- he had
$84,344.

Mississippi Prison Officials Are
Beseiged With Calls About Youth
By RON HARK1ST
Associated Press Writer
JACKSON, Miss. (AP,) —
Robert Earl May Jr. pleaded
guilty to armed robbery and
was sentenced to 48 years in
jail — with no chance of
parole. If he behaves, he can
be free at age 46, authorities
say. He's now 14.
Prison officials, who were
besieged with angry calls
Friday after a television
station reported the boy's
imprisonment, said the
sentence was unusual for such
a young offender.
"We don't get many 14-yearolds at the penitentiary," said
Tom Gregory, spokesman for
the state Department of
Corrections. He told callers:
"Our hands are tied. We just
do what the court tells us."
May, who is 4-foot-7 and
weighs 75 pounds, has been
assigned to the prison hospital
to isolate him from older inmates, he said. May was
imprisoned on Monday.
The Stale Penitentiary at

Parchman is Mississippi's
main prison. May and three
others — ages 17, 18 and 24 —
were sent there after they
pleaded guilty to armed
robbery charges.
"He wasn't just whisked
into the court one day and then
railroaded off to Parchman,"
said District Attorney Jack
Kitchens. "We're talking
about a serious crime.
"When someone is looking
down a gun barrel in an armed
robbery, it makes no difference whether they (the
gunman) are 40 years old or 14
— they're still strong enough
to pull the trigger."
Circuit Judge Joe, N.
Piggott, who sentenced the
boy — reportedly without a
pre-sentence evaluation —
was not available for coment.
A consideration in the
sentence, Kitchens said, was
fear that the boy might pnse a
threat to youths in a juvenile
facility. May spent four
months in a training school for
vandalism as a 13-year-old.
"We feel the parents of the
kids in juvenile detention
centers have a right to have
their children protected too,"
St. Leo's Catholic Church Kitchens said.
will hold masses at 6:30 p.m.
The maximum sentence for
today (Saturday) and at 8 armed robbery in Mississippi
a.m., 11 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. on is life. Under the law,Gregory
Sunday,Feb. 4.
said, May is not eligible for
The subject of the sermon parole, but could be released
by the Rev. Martin Mattingly in 32 years with time off for
will be "The Power of Suf- good behavior.
fering, and the Power of, May and his companions
Healing" with scripture from were accused of holding up
Job 7:1-7 and Mark 1.29-39.
three firecracker stands and a
Church School for grades I convenience store near
to 12 will be at 9:30 a.m., but Brookhaven, Miss., during the
the adult education class for Christmas season. May
this Sunday has been can- carried a gun in one holdup,
celled.
authorities said.
Weekday masses will be at
A woman clerk was beaten
4:30 p.m. on Monday, Wed- in , one of the robberies.
nesday, Thursday, and Gregory said he did not know
Friday, bnd at 6:15 p.m. on if the boy was accused of
Tuesday
taking part in the assault.

Catholic Church
Plans For Masses

Two of the men, Bob Terrell
and Ernest Toliver, also
received four consecutive 12year terms: The fourth man,
Lawrence Williams, was
sentenced to three 12-year
terms.
State Reps. Fred Banks Jr.,
Doug Anderson and H.orace
Buckley, all of Jackson,
conferred Friday with Gov.
Cliff Finch and corrections
officials about the matter.

Horseman's Club
To Sponsor Two
Quarter Horse Shows
The
Murray
State
University Horseman's Club
will sponsor two American
Quarter Horse Association
approved shows Saturday and
Sunday, at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, Murray.
The shows, beginning at 9
a.m., will ttature events in
halter, pleasure, speed and
youth activities. In addition,
two classes of roping will be
offered.
Several Murray State
University students will be
entered in the two-day event.
They will compete in both
youth activity and open
classes.
The Quarter Horse shows
are just part of the schedule of
events at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, this year. The sixth
annual Alpha Gamma Rho
tractor pull will be held Feb.
10. On Feb. 17-18% the Kentucky
Lake
Hereford
Association will have -a shew
and sale.
For additional information
concerning the Quarter Horse
shows contact Marjul Cottrell,
show manager, Agriculture
Department, Murray State
University (502) 753-8112

